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SUkfcARY \i ) o! CUiSIO
To successfully meet the increasing compe-
tition in marketing apples, the Masaachusetts apple
Grower louut produce high colored And the best quality
applea at the lowest possible expense. Proper train-
ing of the tree is essential to the production of
such fruit. This thesis discusses all the factors of
training apple trees and gives a new system of train-
ing, based on five years atudy of apple :rees and
one >ear of experi.net.ts in growing the trees.
directions for training trees are largely
empirical, but there is an increasing funi of exact
advice accumulating through experiments.
I system of training for any locality should
be based on the habit of growth of the varieties and
modifying factors of soil and climate. Under the same
conditions different varieties require different
treatment. Apple trees are trained to the Vase or
Globular, Leader and Modified Leader types of head.
The Globular head is condemned as it is often struct-
urally weak, it does not offer the best distribution
of fruiting wood and is difficult and costly to train.
The Leader type is recommended for ?!ew England since
it conforms to the <it of growth of the
apple tree. It offers the greatest bearing surface
and the best distribution of fruiting wood is
easy and cheap to train. The Modified Leader is an
improvement over the Globular tyoe. It has not been
extensively used I tut.
.;ber of r , Leader,
and .Modified Leader lr ow that there is .re-
ference ir. ,% of the** V'.es as found in the
orchards studied.
19 primary scaffold branches of a tree
should form a vide angle with the trunk, so as to
make a rtr—g union between branch aid trunk.
The scaffold branches should be spread in
growth in order that the largest bearing surface may
be obtained and the tree kept open so as to insure
the development of fruit throughout the entire top.
The primary scaffold branches should be
separated eight inches or more on the trunk, the
distance depending on the variety. This separation
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of branches permits light to enter all parts of
the trees and develop fruit buds and iaature and
color fruit. "ungus diseases are checked and the
orchard operations of spraying, pruning, thinning
and picking are facilitated and cheapened.
In planting apple trees the distance for
leader trees should not be less than fifty feet.
3ixty feet would oe better, fillers way be used
but must be removed before crowding occurs. The
pri.ia.ry scaffold branches should not oe cut back at
planting. The surplus branches nay oe cut out or
cut back to ivtubs and allowed to remain for one or
two years before being removed. The young tree
should be pruned as lightly as possible, so that
fruit bearing will be encouraged. Bearing trees
should not be pruned heavily since such pruning
encourages wood growth at the expense of fruit
bearing
.
Sumer pruning is not advised for hew
land.
eading back the apple tree is injudi-
cious, since such practice fills the %op with twigs
and shades tne interior of the tree.
.» pruning operations should consist
rgely of thinning the top to admit light to all
parts of the tree and correct faulty growths. To
realize the greatest profits* the fruit should be
thinned
In 1915, several hundred trees were ex-
perimented on in the nursery to study the develop-
stent of branches, branch angles, bud growth, effect
of severe disbudding on whips, the spacing of scaffold
branches, and the number of seasons required in the
development of the modified leader.
in these experiments all the primary scaffold
branches were spaced eight inches or icore apart.
x;.t;ri ;> :.t t, 'dhips having a terminal bud
and three, four, or five buds chosen for scaffold
li..;bs after growth had progressed about an inch.
Intervening buds removed
.
•x.on lent II. /hips having terminal bud
removed, but treated witn this exceptior; he
manner as Xxperiment 1.
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Xj ori ;:eni III. Whips unpruned. Two lots
A in which the buds were stripped off the trunk and ji
with all buds left on the trunk
.
Experiment 17. Two year old trees pruned with
u leader and one or two ucaffold I hubs s .ved eight inches
opart. The leader treuted as is -.xp^rLient I.
Kxperiiaent V. To test the ability of a bud or
short spur (Prong bud) to develop into a primary scaffold
limb or a two year or older tree.
Hesulte were as follows:
In Sxperimente It II, IT I, and IV by severe
disbudding and separating limbo on whips of haldwins,
Wealthy, and Mcintosh it was found that as an average,
three permanent lirobs could be secured and in many
cases four or five. Modified leader trees with three
to five branches can often be thus headed in one year,
and in all cases in two years.
Experiments I, XI, and 1/ showed that the
removal of aost of the buds on the whip or leader pro-
duced *any upright growing limbs. The lowest liiab was
usually the widest spreading and the upper lii<<b the
most upright.
Kxperiuents I, XJ, and IV produced the
narrowest branch angles. j£xperiiaent TIT the widest
angles. Thus in Baldwin, Wealthy and t-clntosh and in
Kxptrii <5nt III the angles of the first liwb averaged
bO'J while in ilxperiaents 1, TI and IV the average was
froa 34 ° to 66°.
As revealed in the neasurs&ents of angles
and spread as practiced in hxperitaents I, II, and IV
th*? waova.1 of buds or severe early disbudding is not
a judicious practice to follow in heading trees.
The general results of KXperinent If aside
from the effect of the disbudding process show that
one or wore linibs can be retained on a two year old
tree, with the regaining limbs cut away. The retained
li&bs will not out grow the leader.
In 4b Baldwin, Vealthy, Mcintosh and Wagner
having frora one to three limbs saved only one tree had
a li.iib out grow the leader, in Experiment V it was
found that auxiliary ouds or "Prong Buaa" could be
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developed into scaffold limbs by severe early disbudding
in the spring.
Caliper measurements of the trunk o f trees
disbudded and not disbuJded after planting showed that
the disbudding checked growth. "on disbudded Vagner
trees increased in growth of trunk 2 to 4 millimeters or
more over disbudded trees.
A number of measurements were made on the
unpruned leaders of Wagner, Wealthy and Duchess trees.
It was found that on two >ear old wood there was an
average ofone branch, on the three year old wood an
average of three braaches for Duchess and Wagner a.i»d
four branches for Wealthy. These results indicate that
the necessary scaffold liuba for the framework cannot
be secured until the growth of the leader is over two
years old.
The author wishes to express his gratitude
to Dr. J. K. Shaw for making possible the ex-
perimental work incorporated in this thesis and
for many helpful suggestions.

The New ttngland Apple Grower has recently entered
a period, in which he ie encountering keen competition in
marketing hie fruit. Tide competition ie of two kinds,
that with different fruits and the other with competing apple
growing sections of the United States.
Due to successful cooperation in the Citrus Fruit
Industry of California and Florida and a monopoly in the case
of the Banana trade, powerful organizations are marketing these
fruits. Large sums of money are also being expended in all
parts of the United States by the California and Florida Orange
Growers in advertising citrus fruits. This advertising cam-
paign is rapidly increasing the consumption of these fruits.
It is also stated that recently the banana consumption was more
than doubled in the United States. On the other hand, the con-
sumption of apples has not increased, in fact statistics show
that it has actually decreased. This is due in part to the
i tit ion of other fruits.
many thousands of aeres of apple trees in the "est and
JBaet are now bearing or are soon coming into bearing. This
fact assures a greater production and thus keener competition
in tile near future.
The chief rivals of New /England in the production of
high quality apples will be the Western States of Oregon, Wash-
ington and Colorado and in the east the Appalachian Mountain
states of Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia, All these
regions produce apples of superior appearance and bright red color*
To successfully compete with the Western and Appala-
chian apple growers and other competitive fruits, the Mew
Khgland Apple Grower must produce apples of the highest color,
free from blemishes, with a low production and marketing cost.
Color is an important factor in selling apples.
People always sew* to associate a bright red color with high
quality. In addition, the Western Growers are educating the
consumer to demand a fine appearing apple. Ute deetern apples
have a smooth waxen appearance, of bright red color and trt9
from blemishes. This fact is of great moment to New England
Apple Growers, for it is possible to produce apples here, having
as nigh color with an attractive waxen appearance and free from
blemishes, as in any ether part of the United States.
An important factor in growing such high quality fruit
is that a proper eystem of training the trees be adopted and
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consistantly followed. Such a system must prowlde for
the production of maximum crops of highest quality fruit
at the lowest cost commensurate with the results. These
results can only be obtained when the fruit grover adopts
a system of training that distributes the branches in such
manner that light is admitted to all parts of the tree to
produce the fruit buds and to color the fruit. with an
open distribution of branches, spraying is done more
thoroughly, thus checking insects and fungus diseases, and
thinning and picking fruit ie facilitated, which reduces
the cost of handling. The else of the crop, precocity in
bearing and cost of pruning operations are all influenced
by tiie system of training adopted.

UBJ ,.w.
The object of this thesis is to thoroughly
discuss the whole problem of training apple trees, and in
so doing to call attention to certain fallacious prac-
tices ttuueti&es uiet with in };ov ijigland training; to
define tsrms that have led to some confusion in the past;
to examine contrary advice and different method 8 and the
reasons for the same* and, finally, to offer a method
for training trees in New Kngland that is founded on all
the factors affecting the growth of the tree and thus
controlling the training operations. This method is
en observations of many trews and orchards and experiments
carried on at Amberat by the author, and on experiments of
others conducted elsewhero.
The writer's interest in training and pruning
trees was awakened when he attempted to teach the subject.
He found so many contradictory ideas, different methods
used and dogmatic advice given, that it was very difficult
to lecture and demonstrate the training of apple trees, with
the honest conviction that he was imparting the truth,
from that time on a study was made of fruit trees, and
apple trees in particular of all ages, in order to discover
the fundamental principles underlying the correct training
of trees, as applied to Sew England conditions.

LIT.CRATURi u! NG
The literature on the training and pruning of
apple trees ie voluminous. It night be divided into two
classes, first that which is emperical, comprising the
bulk of the writing and secondly that based on experiment,
which is supposed to be scientifically accurate.
Foreign Literature
The European and anglish writers frou* the earli-
est to the latest, largely confine their attention to the
training of trees in fancy forms on walls and in gardens.
-iuch that they do ie of interest, but of little practical
value to the American urchardist. Some of the early
English authors such as Thomas Andrew Knight (1) Gaade
many valuable suggestions on training apple trees. The
best English publications on training have eminated from
the Woburn .vxporiuient station. The results of carefully
conducted experiments by S. iff. Pickering (2) as published
in tne reports of this station, should be read by every
one interested in the experimental side of Pomology. These
results are quoted sever ii times in this thesis.
In Australia, Pew Zealand and South Africa lit-
erature on training apple trees has appeared since 1890.
Uost of these writings are in the reports of the various
ite board of Agriculture of these countries.
The development of the science of Pomology in
the United States, fro»a t'ie first years of the 19th
century until "tee rise of large commercial orchards shortly
after the Civil War, was largely concerned with the study
of varieties. The methods of training were to a great
extent, derived from the French and n^nglish, having been
inspired by Knight, forsythe and Xi Breuii. The publi-
cations of this tiiae denote little or no attention to
pruning standard trees, but have a short chapter on train-
ing to fancy forus.
During the latter part of the l^th century the
studies of varieties languished, tfith the rise of the
Experiment Stations the attention of nomologists centered
\m methods of culture and spraying, which was of pressing
importance at this time, due to the increase of orchard
pests.
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Recently the interest in questions pertaining
to training trees has been greatly stimulated, with the
result that practically all the ^xperiuant ^ons,
located in apple graving states, are doing some research
on these problems.
American Literature of the Nineteenth Century on
Training
.
The first American publication that has been
found by the writer, which contains directions on train-
ing and pruning adapted to commercial orchards is that of
Thacher (3) 1822. For heading, the author advises as
follows: "All superfluous or rambling branches should be
taken off annually and only three or four leading shoots
be left to every head." on pruning bearing trees general
directions are given as to time, keeping the tree open,
on methods of cutting Larg€ limbs, removing crossing
branches and dead wood. With but one marked exception the
advice given by this early author is little different
and in many cases much more correct than that offered by
his successors even to this day. Fen rick (4) 1833 makes
no mention of training of standard trees. In the edition
of 1841, he says of orchard trees: "If the branches of
a young tree, issuing at and above the requisite height,
be made by pruning, to diverge from the trunk in every
direction above the horizontal, uid the interior of
those be carefully kept from any interference with each
otner for a few years, little pruning will even after-
wards be necessary."
uomos (5) 1846 has passed through many editions
the last being in 1911. In the first edition of 1846 the
training advice is general such as time of year etc. In
the 2l8t edition as revised by 'flood the training directions
are as follows: "On planting, three or four branches are
selected and cut back, the amount of cutting uexng left
to the judgment of the operator. Two buds are allowed to
grow on these branches, the remaining buds being rubbed
off. This operation is repeated the following year on
the new shoots and continued until the head is formed,
ouch a tree is essentially pruned to the rounded headed
form, tne leader being suppressed. The chief rules for
pruning a bearing orchard are given. \1 void cutting
off large limbs except in case of absolute necessity. (2)
To admit light equally into all parts of the tree by
thinning. (3) Te riifl all crooked or badly growing
limbs. v4} To do t.ie work gradually or in successive
years. (5) To cover wounds over an inch in diameter with
shellac. No further advice is given."
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Khy. the advice of Oowning (6) 1857, the fore-
most iooiologist of his time should have made so little
impression on the training and pruning methods of the
fruit growers from 1850 to 1900 seems remarkable. The
writer's impression is that Thomas and als^ . :-y were
able to over shadow Downing and command the attention
of the i'o.aologiats and orchard sen. The fact reiaains,
nevertheless, that since the time of these two m«rr up to
today the severe pruning of apple trees has been most
generally a. vised.
Downing says: "In this country almost all
fruit trees are grown as standards. In this way they
develop their natured fonas, attain the largest size,
and produce the greatest quantity of fruit, with the
least possible care, cur bright and powerful sun,
reaching every part of the tree, renders the minute
system of pruning and training, which occupys so 1urge a
portion of the English works on this subject, of little
or no Ju^iuent to the cultivator here."
"A judicious pruning to modify the fonu of our
8t<**uard trees is nearly all that is required in ordinary
practice, ^very fruit tree, >xrown in the open orchard
or jfiarden as a common standard should be allowed to tak e
its natural fortay the whole, erf
f
orts o
<
f the
,
prunes ffofog
no furtner th^n io_Uke ou t ill weak and crowded branches,
ihere pruning is not required to renovate the vigor of tn
enfeebled tree, or to regulate its shape—in other words,
in the ease of a healthy tree which we wish to retain in
& state of the greatest luxuriance, health, and vigor, it
may be considered worse than useless.'*
warder (7) 1867 a prominent romologist of the
idle 19th century gave very general directions for
training si ;i liar to Thomas and Barry.
iiarry {6) lo83 gives the usual physiological
effects and mechanical -uethois of pruning. Tor st .ndurdo,
he says, select a nursery tree four to six feet high.
oose three or four limbs to form the head and cut back
these at least one half, frtm the shoots produced on
these, at and below the cut, t*o of tne strongest growths
are selected, each an opposite sides and the others are
rubbed off. The attention required after this will be to
maintain a uniform growth among these six brmches and
"^-^ir members and divisions. Prevent the growth of shoots
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in the center. The leading defect in all our orchard
trees is too much wood and the heads are kept so dense
with snail shoots that the sun and air, are in a great
measure, excluded and the fruit SB trie outside of the
tree is marketable or fit for use. The head shoui
be kept open rather in the fona of a vase.
The liiost comprehensive American work on train-
ing fruit trees is that of ey >v 3) 18*6, which has
been revised a number of times. Bailey's writing covers
the field of training and pruning all kinds of fruits
in a most exhausive manner. However the writer fails to
find anything of origin-iity, pertaining to tne train-
ing of apple trees in this work. The publication is
nainly a restatement and compilation of the work of
American, Cruua and iunglish .lo
r
:iotu, written in Hi
attractive style, with observations and suggestions of
the author, wnich help greatly in making the subject
clear. Bailey states the following as the reasons for
training and pruning.
(1) To modify the vigor of the plant.
(2) To produce larger and better fruit
1 flowers.
v 3) To keep the plant within manageable
shape and Hulls.
(4) To change the habit of the plant
from nere or less wood bearing to
fruit bearing.
>) To remove superfluous and injured parte.
^6} To facilitate sprajing and r.arvestin
\'l ) To facilitate tillage and to improve the
convenience of the plantation.
ft) To train the plant to sons desired form.
The following are given as the principles of
pruning and consist largely of the physiological effects
of pruning.
(1) Heavy pruning of the top of a ;lant
tends to increase the production of
\) Heavy pruning of the root tends to
lesson the production of tae wood.
^3) Meavy pruning of the top tends to
rejuvenate weak or declining plants.
(4) A pruned plant tends to resume its
natural habit
.
i'j) The habit of the plant varies from
youth to ago.
^6) . .rt of a plant may live at tne
expense of another pert.
y'i) /ater sprouts are results of a
disturbed equilibria.

lb) The tendency of plants is to grow froia the uppermost buds.
±j) Tne heading in of >oung growths tends to develop the lateral
•aid aor.iont buds.
10)C.iecking growth, so long as the plant remains a trong and
heal ly, induces fruit fulness.
vll)*ruit bearing is determined move by the habitual performance
and condition of the ,-lant than by the kind or extent of
pruning, it is ussoci ted with a quieocent rather than
a stiisulated or fitful state and the habit is wore aaenable
to treatment when the plant is young than when it is old.
(12) Pruning stay be :aide a means of thinning the fruit.
^13)Heading-in induces fruit fulness by checking exuberant growth
and by encouraging the formation of short lateral growths.
ll4)7he season in which pruning is done has setae influence on
fruit bearing, for winter pruning tends to produce mw^
where as summer pruning does not.
(lb)',he effect of pruning as well 3.0 the necessity of it
depends gr.atly upon locality and climate.
vl6)Dealo with the icaling of large wounds.
Bai ey perf^rs the "double story" (leudsr) type of head,
with four or five scaffold limbs. The advantages claimed for
this type of tree is Ltat it offers a greater surface for
bearing fruit, the load is more evenly distributed and there
is less danger of splitting crotches.
In starting the heads on young trass he advises cutting
back the scaffold branches to a few buds each. In succeeding
years the training consists of tne usual thinning and cutting
cssssing branches arid heading back of vigorous leaders.
JfoperLatent elation Literature y
jus to the fact that comprehensive pruning exper-
ience requires a long time for the obtaining of results, the
xperiiaent Jtations have oeen reluctant to undertake such re—
searcn. It is only within the past five or six years that
extensive experiments in training apple trees have been under-
taken. Recently several oulietins recording results ba^ed on
experiments ia training and pruning have appeared. But prior
to 1»12, with a few marked exceptions, the experiment station
Literature on this subject contains very little of ori-nality
as to methods.
About 19CO there was. a ^reat revival of interest in
aple growing. The demands on the rjxperiment station for ad-
vice on apple growing, and incidentally training and pruni
were very great. This resulted in the production of one or
more bulletins by nearly every .otperiment station located in
an apple growing state.
In order to clearly demonstrate the various Hiethods
of training and pruning apple treeu, as advocated since 19
a number of iixp eriiaent otationsbulletins an i ritinj.s from
other publications are h*re given. Kach of these writings are
considered typical, either as to the methods quoted of a particu-
lar region, or for ethods quoted in general, as having certain
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unique features, or as an example as a departure from the
prevailing *aode, being based on local observations and ex-
periments and not compiled frj writings of others.
ese publications have in sowe cases been ab-
stracted in part, and in others copied verbati !eavy
type is used to emphasize certain features of these writ-
ings.
idock (10) advises training as follows, which
is typical of the Western taethod, and has been extensively
copied in the JSast,
"The Vase form of tree is favored with not i:ore
than five scaffold liiai)^. The danger of tne leader being
infected with blight and having to be cut out is claimed
as a disadva , also leader trees are started to be
high headed trees. Trie he id is started at 20 inches and
the oraches retained are cut back to a sound bud a few
inches from the Bain vt4R>. If the tree is poorly headed,
prune to whip, leaving about 16 inches of trunk to form
head on or i whip and cut back accordingly."
"The second season the three or five scaffold
limbs that hive been selected are cut back to 13 inches
from the trunk. If the lowest Of starts, at riches
froja the ground and the highest branch should be one or two
feet above. For the third year pruning two laterals are
allowed to develop on each scaffold liub and are cut back
frotu a naif to two trdrds their growth. ?roia now on prun-
ing consists in removing surplus branches and those that
cross, /igorous growths also are headed in.**
oner's (11) advice is quite siailiar. "There
are two distinct systems practiced in the f'orthwest in
forcing tfi* top* of •-. trees. The first is known as
the pyramidal forre in which the leader is preserved and
the branches trained out frota it. The second foru is that
of a vase in whicn the leader is removed and the branches
tike the fona of the ribs in an inverted umbrella. Kot
more than four IJLubs are used to fona the framework, or
the top of such tree, Ihe rouult is an open centered
tree ives a larger surface on which the sun can
shine. Such trees are usually nearer the ground."
ae shape of the tree, however, should be deter-
mined largely by the natural cnaracteri sties of the tree.
ioiae varieties grow best when the leador is preserved, while
others produce the best results where the 1 eider is cut out
and the open centered tree is for.ied. In the open centered
tree it is necessary to fona braces accross frotu the limbs
to keep thorn from splitting when producing a heavy crop of
fruit. Trees that are headed low (, from 16 to 24 inches)
produce the best results in ontinu,"
"If one year old trees are set out, the pruni
tie first year will conaist in cutting the top uack to with-
in Id or 24 inches of the ground.
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Ouring the first season three or four branches
should be permitted to grow. In the spring of the second
year if laor* than three or four brunches grew during the
first suiaaer, they should be cut out. The waaining branches
should be cut buck to within three or four buds of the main
atdia. If the urn shaped or open centered tree is to be
f^roon, the leader should be cut entirely out at this tii:.e.
If the pyramidal tree is the one desired, the leader is not
cut out entirely but is cut back to within tnree or four
buds of the season's growth. In the spring of the third year
each lateral branch is treated r-uch the sane as the .aain stem
and lateral branches during the first and second years. Ill
but three or four branches are cut out including the termi-
nal branch and the others are cut b:%ek to within tnree or
four buds of the stew frou which they grew. By cutting each
season's growth back to within a few buds of the last season's
growth the tree is uade to grow wuch stockier than it other-
wise woulc
Jarvis 12 plagiarizes the western method for "onnecticut.
vr laost varieties the head should be started not
more than two feet above the graft union, but with son*
naturally spreading varieties, like Rhode island Greening,
start the at three feet. On two year olds, if the heads
a been started I , thin out the branches to three or
four and cut these back to within three tfr four inches of the
stem."
"The regular annual pruning consists in removing
unnecessary growth and moder itely heading-in the stronger
growing branches. There is a tendency imnf, the best growers
to develop a tree with an oven space in the center of the
head. To spread a tree cut to an outer bud and to compact
the head cut to an inner bud."
olose (13) advises the conventional method for aryland.
olect frou 3 to 5 br .aches distributed around
I trunk art iifferent heights to fom the foundation branches.
Cut these back to frou four to six inches in length. Cut the
other branches above the second or third bud, rather than
short up to the trunk. is promotes the development of ^ore
leaf surface, v?hieh induces increased growth. If the tree
is to be low headed the top should be cut off one and one
f ir two feet above ground, i. ted at ubout four
feet froui the ground.
1st year. This consists of the pruning done when
the trees are p ianted, but if any new 3hoots tend to make
the trees unsymmetrical the tips should be pinched off in
MMT is ~r,eci; tfcftif1 ;ro-.rtr..
2nd ye-ir. Cut out all surplus branches and prune
back the foundation branches frou one third to one-half of
their growth making the tree symmetrical and le the
central leudin. jt longer than the others. woid the
formation of crotches as they ire sure to split down and ruin
the trees.
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3rd. Prune a* mentioned for second year.
Do not let two branches cross or rub;, remove one.
4th. Until the trees begin to bear, the
foundation branches should oe cut back annually
to make thean short and strong. After fruiting begins
not much pruning is necessary except to thin out sur-
plus growths and keep the tree symmetrical. Prune
from the top down and not from the bottom up.
"Careful stumer pruning is of imuense im-
portance uecause the new growth can be so easily guided
and controlled . Young trees ought to be examined every
three or f^ur weoke in the growing season when much of
the pruning can be done by pinching out new growth*
with the thumb and finger where necessary. It oo.e»
time* happene that young trees grow so vigorously they
do not begin to bear fruit for several years after they
should be producing crop. This tendency toward wood
production can often be checked and fruit production
induced by rather severe pruning early in June.*
Hedrick (14), the foremost Pomologist in
the United -tutes and one of the leading romologioal
Scientists in the World, breaks away from the western
vase type, severely pruned tre s and advocates a sys-
tem of training adapted to humid regions as the Kastern
United States. Hedrick s writings are based on long
experience and exhaustive research.
Pruning >ruit Trees
"It is necessary to cut away part of the
branches to enable the injured root system to supply the
remain! {_ branches with water. The less the roots are
injured the lees the top need be cut away. Both theory
and experience load to tho belief that fruit growers usually
make a mistake in the manner of pruning newly set trees .
The common way is to cut back all of the branches. This,
in many cases is wrong;. The top buds on a branch develop
soonest anu produce the largest leaves. nr a newly
set tree will grow best if it can develop a large leaf
surface before dry, hot weather sets in, and this it will do
if some branches are left intact. Therefore, instead of
shortening—in all branches, cut away some of the branches
entirely. The tree so pruned will start growth and acquire
vigor more quickly and a better top can be formed. There
are ease cases in which certain fruits or varieties pr .luce
abnormally long branches by the end of the second year
which may have to be cut back.

**The first pruning .—Remove the branches and cut back
the remaining whip to the heading height desired. The
reason for this cutting back is that a tree of this age
has not sufficient space of bare trunk between branches
for final branch spacing. If the tree is two years old,
as is usually the case with all fruits excepting the
peach, or when the one year old plants h .ve been set a
year, the real work of heading nay be begun, but even
now the required space for proper heading hardly exists,
and the heau cannot yet be wholly formed. This early
pruning is, therefore, all more or less provisional
tnough an ideal for the future tree must be plainly in the
jaind fro;* the start.
"The height of the he id.— A decisive choice must be made
at the very start ae to the height of the head. Shall
the tree below or high-headed? The choice should usually
be for a low headed tree.
"The form of the top.—Two reneral types of top are open
to choice; the vase form or open centered tree, and the
globe or close-centered tree. In the first the frame-
work of the tree consists of a short trunk surmounted by
four or five main branches ascending obliquely. In the
close-centered tree the trunk is continued above the
branches, forming the center of the tree. There are
several modifications of each of these. In this cliaats
the open-headed, vase- formed tree lp best for the peach
and the close-centered two-story tree is best for all other
fruit 8. whatever the form, care should be taken that
the lowest branches are longest, so that the greatest
ssible leaf-surface will be exposed to the sun and light.
"Tree formation.— >*or several years after planting, the peach
alone excepted, fruit trees need to be pruned only to train
the tre . Just hen much to prune young trees depends upon
the fruit, the variety, the soil and the climate. Fruit
j.:ro«era prune treos far too much, thereby increasing the
_
growth
of wood and of leaf surface an d delaying the fruiting o f
the plant
.
If trees were originally well selected all that
is needed is to remove an occasional branch which starts out
in the wrong place — the sooner done the better — and to
take out dead, injured or crossed limbs. he peach, some
plums and some pecirs may need hea ding-in, and a weak or
sickly tree may require somewhat more severe pruning.
"Pruning for wood. — hen the head of the trree is formed
subsequent pruning is directed toward the formation of wood
or of fruit-buds. If a treo is bearing many small fruits,
if the top contains dead or dying branches, or if the seasonal
growth is short and scant, it may be taken for granted th<
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the tree lacks vigor, or, in old trees, is passing
into decrepitude. Such trees nay usually be rejuvenated by
judicious pruning. In professional torus the tree luust be
"pruned for send." oh pruning consists in cutting back
a considerable number of branches and in wholly removing
others. The practice is based upon the fact that the
development of leaves and shoots —» vegetative activity —
is dependent upon a constant supply of the soluble nutriment
— the sap. Therefore, *hen the size of the tree-top is (Unf-
inished the remaining purtB grow more lustily. If half of
the top of a decrepit tree is cut away, the remaining half
in the season that follows will produce a leaf surface
often twice th it tfiich the whole top would have borne. -hen
trees are enfeebled by uge, injured by insects or fungi,
robbed of food and moisture by sod or crops, or neglected
in any «ay, there is nothing which will more quickly
stimulate them and renew their youthful vigor than con-
servative surgery. ouch pruning should usually be ex-
tended over two or xnore years.
"Pruning for fruit. — A barren tree can soiaetiwes be made to
bear fruit by proper pruning. t infrequently barrenness
is caused by over-manuring or over-stimulation of setae kind,
because of which t :e number of shoots and leaves and the
size of the aaxae are greatly increased, but flower buds io
not form. This over—production of wood and leaf can some-
times be stopped by breaking or cutting off the greater por-
tion of the season's growth in late summer. The philosophy
of such pruning is that in taking away the greater part of
these growing snoots we deprive the tree of the parts which
'ire making greatest demands upon the nutritive powers of the
plant, and this permits the lower buds to enlarge and store
up aore reserve food, a vendition necessary to the formation
of fruit-buds. Summer pruning is a weakening process and in
our cliamte may greatly decrease the vigor of the plants
if frequently resorted to. The practice is neither common
nor often necessary in this .:tate except in the case of
dwarf apples and pears.
"Summer pruning must be done when the elongation
of shoots has ceaced for the season. The tiiae cannot be
stated definitely but in this climate it is about the first
of August. Itophasis must be put upon the fact that this
fining should not be done at a fixed time, all depends upon
the season. In our inequable climate it iu very difficult
to practice summer pruning successfully, and it is probably
best, instead of cutting off the ends of the young shoots,
to break them off and let them hang, cutting theu in the
winter. ouch breaking is an aid in preventing second
growths. Usually in this operation at least half of the
young growth should be removed. In closing the topic it oust
be said that summer pruning is a matter of special resort."
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Uor9 (15) also advises the western system for the
Mississippi Valley.
"for upright growing varieties like
wealthy sad Northwestern, 18 to Z ft.
will he sufficient.Spreading varieties
with slender branches should toe headed
somewhat higher."
"The branches should be well distributed around
the trunk and sufficient in number so that if any
form V shaped crotches they may be removed. Usually
four or five branches will be sufficient."
"In Wisconsin, with our short growing season*
the open centered form is most desirable. Out out the
center leader ."
"Four branches are sufficient and frequently
three on strong growing trees will be enough. If
too many branches are left at the start, the top becomes too
thick, necessitating the removal of one or more later on."
"The main branches are usually cut buck, leaving
them from six to eighteen inches long .
"
"Pruning the young tree the second year consists in
removing the superfluoue branches which have been formed
on the main branches chosen at the first pruning and in
shortening the growth. The tendency to leave too many
brandies the second year is almost as great as the
first pruning. Those chosen on the main branches ^two
or three) should be shortened or headed in . occasionally
heading in will not be necessary, but as a rule from
one to two thirds the past seasons growth should be removed.
Branches growing upright cut to outer bud, etc ."
Stewart (16) retains some of the western ideas for Pennsyl-
vania, but breaks away from the prevailing severe pruning
having been influenced by the work of Piokiring at dburn,
England. Due to advocating the vase type of tr* , he is
compelled to advise heading back and thinning the top in
order to enable the tree to carry the load and admit
light to the fruit.
"If one year old, "whips" are used the only pruning
needed is to cut them off at the height desired."
"In general a height of twenty- five to thirty inches
is low enough for the lowest permanent limb to appear.
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Above this a further space af at least twelve
to fifteen Irenes should be allowed to permit
the frame work limbs to appear at sufficient dis-
tances apart. A total height of at lease fourty
inches is therefore about right for heading back
the whip. when the lateral buds are not reliable
head the #iip back to about twenty inches and
develop the head as above froto a new shoot,"
"As to type of head, the open center or vase
font top is now generally preferred for all varieties
except possibly those that are especially inclined to
droop, or those needing special protection against split-
ting er breaking down under load. The latter diffi-
culty can De much reduced In any type of tree by having
at least four to six inches of space botwean "the
points o f emergence of the frame work limbs, or it
can be eliminated, entirely by a proper system of
bracing within the top."
"Three limbo are sufficient for the frame work
of a vase formed tree and a greater number than this
is generally a nuisance later. It is usually best
to start with four or five, bowever, in order to pro-
vide for the accidents that so often occur and also
to retain a greater amount of foliage for the more rapid
growth of the tree."
"Mo further training is necessary during the
first season unless some of the limbs begin greatly
to outgrow the others, in which case they should be
pinched or headed back at their tips. In the ease
of the older nursery trees, already branched, this sel-
ection of the frusc work limbs should be made at plant-
ing time, if satisfactory limbs are available; other-
wisetrim them again to a whip and develop the head as
above from the first season's growth in the orchard .
"Before growth starts in the second season, it is
usually well to cut or head back at least same of the
fraas work limbs, especially those making the strongest
growth. This is to keep the top coming on more evenly,
"Two good limbs, properly separated and pointing
in the desired directions are all that are needed for each
of the frame work limbs. This is done in the spring
of the second year. Theee secondary branches should
be handled about ae indicated above for the primary
branches, and they in turn should be expected to produce
two or possibly three branches for the general frame
work."
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"The training work just described prac-
tical i.y completes the general formation of the
head* and it should be finished at least by the
middle of the third season. \fter this the
iiruniftK aaculd bo reduced
,
t o a jai igmm until the
trees co&e into bearing. Thinning out the denser
places and crossing competing limbs and an occasion-
al heading u&ck of the extra vigorous branches that
show signs of out stripping the others."
"After the trees begin bearing, somewhat stronger
pruning may be done when needed, with the special
object of xsttinK more lir.ht to the fruit and assisting
the trees tooarry their loads . The Tatter is accom-
plished by keeping the bearing wood low and welL dis-
tributed through the tops, instead of at the ends of
poles an .le so oftan the final result of ill-advised
wo rk, Thi? i ater pruning may well begin in the tops
cf the trees and work downward — a practice which
frequently results in the retention of lower or
mere central limbs that otherwise might be removed."
Lewis {17 ) and Gardner have recently issued a bulletin
on training fruit trees. This system has been developed
for arid and semi conditions. The low headed open
center modified leader type of tree, on which drastic
summer pruning is practiced, so as to very early develop
a system o f scaffold branches, has been evolved by
experiments. They advise spacing the branches to avoid
a weak head. For bearing trees a system of more or less
severe heading back and thinning the branches has been
evolved. This method of training may be advisable for
the arid west, but for humid eastern conditions a more
injudicious system of training could not possibly be
devised.
Special Local Systems of Training .
The California system of training is well exempli-
fied by Hooding (18).
"It is an invariable rule that all deciduous trees,
outside oi possibly walnuts and pecans, should be cut
back to at least twenty inches from the surface of the
ground after they have been planted. The following
season the branches that have started from the main
should be thinned out to three or four — not more —
properly distributed so as to allow for their future
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development and these varieties should have at
least two- third* ot their euacaer growth cut off and
all laterals should be removed, leaving only the
frame eork ©ranches, wnieh will eventually form the
head of the tree. Above all things do not shorten in a
lateral starting near the terminal point of any of the
branches,, as this will cause a oad crook to form in the
tree. The result o f this first year* a pruning will
cause the oreaa tu u*ake an immense prowth and will also
induce theta to grow stocky
.
mihe second winter heavy thinning will have te
be followed and the pruning should be done with the
view of cautdng the frame work branches to epread out.
A.fter thinning half the growth of the current season
shwuld be cut off ana again remove all lataralu from
the frame wwrk branches. —
tiiiro year tow two to three laterals properly
distributed ohauld be allewM ie grow from each of the
main frame work branches but these laterals should
have at least one half of their growth out back,
"It ie safe to assume that the trees in their fourth
year h*ve reached an age *here at least a moderate crop
of fruit may be expected and the head of the tree is
now so well fumed, that pruning to be followed in
succeeding years is only to carry out the pi ax of con-
tinuing along the same lines as has been recommended
for the trees. failure to prune severely v/hen the
trees are young means that there will be a number of
10% spindling branches with practically all new growth
at the tip ends. should the trees bear a heavy crop
the branches, will bend down under their heavy load,
becuije sunburnt and even break off in eo.oe cases.
"The many advantages of this method of pruning
are:
1. It makes a low headed stocky tree with a broad
umbrageous head and well developed fruit spurs, and
clothed with plenty of foliage, fully protecting the
fruit from too much exposure in arid climates such as are
experienced in California.
2 It en5ianCftB ^e carrying capacity of the tree, thus
avoiding artificial props when maturing a crop of fruit.
3. It expedites the harvesting of the crop by rendering
it more accessible to the pickers, thus economising time
and expense.
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4. It prolongs the life of the tree by conserving
its vital force and rendering it lees liable to d
in the breaking of linbs and taxing its strength by
carrying its fruit close in. H

TRAIL |M0 fHUK
,reat many fruit growers do not under-
stand, or at least do not cuake a distinction between
training and pruning. Keffer (1*) tersely defines these
two terms as follows:
"There is to he noted a considerable difference
between pruning; and training, the f oroer word having the
ore restricted u»eanin,
,
. Pruning is the work of a single
operation, or at ,aost of a single year. Training is the
work involved in bringing a tree or vine to its permanent
form; it includes, therefore, several primings, or as
any operations as may be necessary to secure the desired
form."
The question may be raised, "vfoat is the value
of training a tree. Why not plant the tree and then
allow it to grow as it will?** H assume in answering
this question that the object in planting the tree is the
production of fruit for profit. By a judicious systea of
training, a tree can be so developed that it will produce
ore and better fruit than an untrained tree. The orchard
operati job of thinning, spraying and picking can be accom-
plished mors cheaply and the net proceeds of the crop of
fruit of the trained tree, other factors being equal, will
exceed that of the untrained tree. In fact, there soon
comes a time in the life of an untrained tre >. when the
value of the crop decreases each year.
Nevertheless one method of training may be
superior to another for a particular region, in giving
the greatest net return for the work aone. The lacific
Coa; t his proven that the very low, open centered, vase
head, "sheared back :ach year", type of training is the
only method that wilL profit-bly produce fruit under their
conditions. But to follow such a method in the east, as
sometimes attempted, will return smaller net profits to
the grower, than a rational method suited to eastern con-
ditions.
T-'iere are m>*ny factors that go to tuake up a
successful systea of training ap^le trees and they live to
be modified to suit conditions in various parts of the
chantry. These factors are (1) The work uiust be done with
the least amount of labor possible. (2) The system uust
be adapted to tne climatic conditions of the country. (3)
It must facilitate orchard operations and keep down >i-v9r
head expenses. (4) It must produce tfee maximum amount of
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highest quality fruit a tree is eapable ot bearing
arid permit the tree to bear at the earliest possible
age.
ere are a nutaber of systese of training
apple trees in use la t .ited states. ?*or a
particular region soia© *aust be superior to others.
!lave we in : ew England the best wethod for our con-
ditions that satisfy the factors of a successful system
of training a* outlined above! At the present tiiae the
systera as followed by the majority of fruit growers in
ngland, consists of heading t.ne tree to the so-
called vase type or .globular type, with the first
branch at eighteen to twmty-four inches from the
ground and th« last about six or eight inches higher.
?ro» four to eight branches are allowed to grow. These
branches are cut back one fourth to one third their
length. This spring cutting- back is done for a few
years in the majority of cases or until the tree bears,
while some growers continue to he id back indefinately.
The bearing tree is eoxaetitaee hardly pruned at all,
while in other cases it is heavily tninned and cut back.
The writer believes that, while this systera gives
good results, it has a number of weaknesses and in the
following pages attempts to prove his case against
this met nod of training, and also presents a system, which
he believes will givv the best results in net profits under
I-.ew England conditions.
Lack of Kxuct Advice on Training.
The nuiaber of well trained and pruned or-
chards is increasing, but even today the majority of
orchards are not systematically pruned each year. In
tiiaes of profit the orchards are ^ell cared for, but
during years of sua11 crops and small returns or losses,
the orchards ure often absolutely neglected.
If training is essential for profitable fruit
growing, what are the reasons that influence the prac-
tical grower to omit this work. Thacher (3), ld22,
says, "There is no part of this sanageoent (orchard),
perhaps so important and which requires nore skill and
at the same tii.ie is so little understood as the process
of orchard pruning."
oears ^20), a mo Jem pomologist, writes in the same view,
"M© other operation connected with growing an orchard
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can compare in interest with pruning. It requires
.aore knowledge, aore experience and more thought
than any other orchard work,"
Proper training of apple trees is without
doubt the most difficult and technical p irt of or-
chard work . In order to direct and guide the fruit
gruser, what specific rules and advice can he obtain
from books, periodicals and felxperiment station Bulletins?
The writer has read all the Experiment station Bulletins
that could be obtained, giving any advice on pruning,
nearly all the modern books on Apple Growing and many
articles in periodicals, society reports and state re-
ports and finds that practically all the writers . ive
the following advice, so far as the pruning operations
are done,
1, ureat importance of the proper formation
of a strong frame work of the tree. .void
crotches*
2, Keep the heads open.
3, Keep the heads lew,
4, Cutting to inside ruid outside buds for
growth control
.
5. Take out crossing limbs.
6. Cut back tree to keep low or cut back over
gro wing branche s
.
Nearly all advise:
7. Vase headed trees with three to six branches,
8. These branches cut back in the spring from
one fourth to three fourths their length for
two years or more.
Host of thiu advice is general, some of it is
specific. It i s little to be wondered at, that the prac-
tical fruit grower is often unable to successfully train
his tree or that the results are not at all satisfactory.
The difficulty is the lack of exact methods
adapted to all conditions operating in a region. The
factors are those of climate, coil and cultural methods
as they effect the different varieties growing in that
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region. Lewis (17} says, "Again we must
realize that soil, elevation u\d climate are factors
which have a very close relation to pruning. Like-
wise, the variety question is always to be taken
into consideration. H'or example the pruning of
Jonathan in Southern Idaho, at an altitude of two
thousand feet, on a silt loam, in an entirely
different problem from that of pruning yollow Mew-
towns in Western Oregon on a heavy soil at an eleva-
tion of one hundred feet."
In pruning the rules are specific so far
as they deal with the plant physiology side of the
effect of pruning, that is dormant and summer pruning;
but generul aid meagre when they apply to the actual
pruning technic as affected by the variable factors
of climaxe, soil, varieties and cultural methods.
A System of Training should be baaed on Habit
~bf Growth.
"
The fundamental fallacy in all the present
metnods of training is thai, under any method, all
varieties are practically trained and pruned alike,
in following out tha particular system in use. Little
or no difference is made as to the type of head, height
of first branch, number of scaffold limbs, amount and
cnaracter of pruning during different ages of the same
variety and between different varieties,
Thomas Andrew Knight (1) said during the first
years of the 19th century, "Kach variety of the apple
tree has its own peculiar form of growth; and this it
will ultimately assume, in a considerable degree, in
defiance of any art of the pruner." Thacher (3)
writes about the same time, "Young trees differ ouch
in their natural form and tendency and the mode of
pruning should vary accordingly."
It has long been recognised that apple
varieties differ greatly in tree characteristics, or
as called, "habit of gro-rth". Beach (21) describes
the differences in habit of growth of bearing treoa
as follows: "Top: In describing the top the terms
used, which are largely self explanatory, designate grad-
ations from strong very vigorous, moderately viKoroue ,
or aeaiuza, to r-ither slo-v or weak gro wth. The form
of the head as upright spreading ao in Baldwin, wide
spreadi ng
,
us in Knode Island Greening, round headed
as in iiarly harvest, or u^ri^ht as in Tetopsky . The
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top is sometimes noticeably dose or dense as
in Fameuae or it may be open as in Haas, Lady,
Gilpin, .aid .anada Heineth." King is also a
good example of an open top tree. "Twigs: The
new growth may be slender as in Rome or thick
and stout as in Sutton. The twigs are said to be
long jo inted when the internodea, or the spaces
from one bud to the next, are long ; they are
calledshort jointed when the internodeo are short.
"
A number of other factors such as number and
position of twigs forued on the two year old wood,
and differences in fruiting characters all bear
on habit of growth.
In addition the habit of growth is effect-
ed by such external conditions as soil, climate,
expo oure and possibly the stock on which the tree
is rooted. The effect of these factors is to modify
or intensify vigor, so that in a system of training
they are only likely to determine the amount of
pruning. In some cases, however, the type of head
d distance between branches may be affected.
dozt writers on pruning recognize the
difference in the habit of gro /th of the varieties
and .aention, in a general way, that varieties nust be
„ tuned with tbese differences in mind. But the
writer has fjuni very little specific advice given
other than in pruning upright growers, to cut to
outside buda and for spreading growers, to cut to
inside budg. But no records or measurements of
trees thus treated, giving the effect in spreading
or prevent spread of trees, have been found. ob-
servation *uuld lead one to the belief that small
results will be obtained from such practice. The
facts of the case are tlltm tno varieties have not been
systematically studied as to the relation between
habit of gro ath and th ning and pruning operations
any system of training tj e>ive the greatest
success must take into account the habit of growth of
each variety and the effect of all modifying factors,
as acting on a variety, in a particular locality.
.a will not be difficult, if the variety can be ob-
served growing under similar donditiona in the locality,

of Meada.
A number of different Hawed have aaan gi to
the various typea of heads. ravi< . ta litaratura
on training, the name ji.ost co;-. I in each case,
xna one aeiectod fine the i
There are four diet! net typa»a uf aaada to which
. tfaaa are trained nataely, - c typo, :ae
iter or /ase ty, oiified Leader ty .he
Leader type.
The ''lobular type of head is often incorrectly
called Vie faaaj type Ln tl at. To produce the
Globular type, fra three to six, or a nehaa
are allowed to >yrow, froiu the trunk In ce of from
twelve to eighteen inc' out-
ward, .rioua ii.ib^ a tarala tram these . era rill
up the toy. e tree is mature, the shape vuriea
frou roundest to spheroid. tne :>Joot coupon type
• f head faraad in the -Ja3t. hotogra I o. la o. 2
i 1 lu st rate th i a ty ^e
.
ta; Taaa type *$d in the m rer,
except no foliage is allowed to grow in the center of
ta tree. top is thua aimi to a vaae in a,
j is -.ritual 1 v a very rare tj pa found . In th
„t. See Photograph Mo. 3.
Lewib [1 ves the following description of
adifla ;. "Ln this we a tart the
tree*. exact. y as though ^e were
,
W
leader, but, , . i to th* f v«*«
the leader la ouppressed.* Ftietegrap a fl
in a - j of tree. . Ihe
first ILato i * j ft. The fa tad aJ r.£
a apace ft. There are aeven scaffold lii.ibs in all.
19 Leader tyoe is ro iuced by all the
trunk or 1 oiler of the tree • I.
scaffold aranahaa ara Ic is
r*. x atodlfic of this type is !• u the
story ira a sea!
the trunk
.

No. 1
Globular Type of Head

ho. 2
Globular "*/po of iiuad
Thio la a t*enty-fiv« yaor old iJaldrfin tree.
' Jelgnt twonty-osie i"«#t. A gaod e>.^pi& of
tho globular tro« i«Uh t»o aany 3 oaffold
orcuohoa. Mil r b*re of frult^.n^ ^roc
shading of one brttnch by mathar.
:itld

No. 3
Vase Type Head
This tree i« a true vaa« type troe >*nd
resorcblea a hollo*, ia»«rted cone or v^ee,
the interior of the tree iMlag fre^ of wood.
Tnie tre« i» rearing it* head «i«H up from
the ground a»-i ^hows t*ie difficulty of
erf(Itng tidy type, Kotice the bare,
pole like branches.

"K
*w<
>'
-v- Y
r ^r
RNiji
..o. 4
jdified Leader Tree
Thio twenty-five year aid thode Island
Greening t**$ a height of twenty-two fe^t
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i>. 5 13 actually yf tht» two etorj
tr?e, but will also do to illustrate t:ie
s tree contains ten ismffeld Liabe, ch of
e le-; ;or froa the fi^ ten feet.
Height o " s -/J.
A great >*itrv> 8 oc jvsr
- relative raerlts d lo . ^ed trees.
Dr {9) vary alaarly states as fellows. "The
relatlfM »rita . . or i far fruit tree are
,e. V "i-s partly t
result of oenfuels . m4 partly Lfferj
Lai ileal a and of v*: ites. Two f-i tors are
Mtee—the queetlen of ease
quss of injury to the trunk
by sun scald. f maw/ :iotiv/n th.vt u'-iort
trunk s
jL
ne/ iiy^ .mak e
, / nd yet arr who can
see the *,ree sh. r. nunber of trunks
which a ;r t set* section of the
leaf tearing liitbe, Ll tr«e (refering to an iiLus-
tration) can be Marked : us ea»i I it could be
if it only bad one i runk„
start hii-h fro t very apt tal
i -r - - i i - * - i — - - i i mil •
ires wr of scaffold
oe to fem the h«ad. It thees ..re taker, out
comparatively low, the) he trained in an upright
direction r weight *b4 position. P they
are star- rot we
.
wii.1 take
upright peeltian, beeau set grow t>
its r>or. t is are often
i.cti sally Lew«et beaded,
:t in t**t has h^en tl
•war the ch ike firet li ild
ct fr e trunk, i r f ict the whole cor.tro-
f tne
tre • -u:
. . here is ae j ii^i!-^ i -:
firet ii -;b ee Tram t^e ground ea 6 i
tree, and er b< Tirol line .it 60 :»,
f*€-s are the aaaae diata-
abe1
This ad I i low low
te - obwieus an ll not be iiscu in this Is.
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No. 5
Leader TyP* of Head.
The p»oto
t
;raph was taken of a twenty-five year
old lialdwin tree. The height of this tree was
twenty-one fe ;t. vice the open head* ayuiaetri-
cal top and good die position of fruiting wood.
Light can reach all parts of this* tree.

-e height at which tie first li. . >uld
appear on the trunk %s cc free) the recent
ariiaent . t.ition [>ulietins is as follows;
Lnohesj u ••son :<0 inches,
fisher (IX) 12 to aches, Jerri .12} 2 feet for
-ietieo 3 feet f ing varieti.., 1 - se
113) tor low , for
headed trees about 40 inches, "nits ( 23 ) 14 to 18 ieehee,
core il£j upright grewing v - Lea 18 1
g varieties h -. "edrick <14) 12 te !
>tewart (16) 25 t< riohee,
is list -ates that the Latnt
vtion Ists : (da tree Having t
firut branch on the trunk not r 1 m two
and in looser, ose are the heading heights
for the so call .ree.
j/ever, there ie j. great weakness is
arbitral*; ;, when I ail varieties.
two of t 3ts recognize the fact
that the variety -,abit of growth .aust be considered
•ees with the wide spree
it of ening should have the fir
branch let on the tm enough te 9
:ater pert of the lover li:nbs off the grour oh
a hei e Greening wc ot be under :s.
inche oably viouli n* better ven wi is
height lany Oi est would '. ..; o. 6
snows a Or r, ^e
fresj . ght of lesa than
inches will b - treec it
of growth, rhotoj >. 1 • . ' n beauty.
ic variety c , rst lissb
_t 12 to IS es above the eartl
its litshe re id on l«
ere i utely ecesaity to train
trees id ?, that the
rees of the :• of t ng in
the phet< - _io in - . re eitfa eal
of the fruit is el by a. ed is <ilsc It
to

^o. 6
A wide spreading Khode iuland i.reening.
ijuch a tree ehoula huv© the first lirab about
forty-eight inches from the ground.

No. 7
An upright growing Sutton beauty
.
This tree can have the first branch
under eighteen inches from the
ground.
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.\ tree say be so headed xhat while the extremities of
trie lower branches will be above the ground, the t
will be bo tree *ith branched lower iovtri. on
i trunk and tie trunk can still be shaded from the
sun scald.
The Glc b Type a A,
nee the Vase type tactically the saae
as th(; jular t> .e discussion will be confined
to the litter, aith. .bservation on the Globular
head will, la fie iiain, apply equally well to the
head.
radically all ro^oi ovists and 'ruit rowers
advocite the v>ioe ty \t troe. Recently, Jo -ever,
Blake in I ev? Jersey, Hio, and Lewis in
> changed, an odified Leader
type. In reality, i r, tnere are warj Tern -'ruit
<--. rowers, ano cons : I La their trees to the true
Vase type. M trr rto l with 3 ,u w> primary
scuff ;6o, tne fir. I b . occur!: Toot to
two feat fro . the groan the re:. limbs
distributed up the trunk in a spaoa usually lc-.';D than
twelve incheo long* ,»s a general rule, in order to nafts
the branches stocky, aero or lest- r the
yaax old wood is praetioa .11 Z:\e tree - to
bearing. Iftar this the u
,
e-
tiues, headi;ig back, comprises the annual tr
e only advantage clai.sed for the 'aae or Globular
type, io that by a all the scaffold liaibs arrJ '
fro a the trunk at a distance lot r^uove 30 i
the ground, • lower rsead is obtained, tr the case
of a tree ed to the Leader ty.je. \ct< *ver,
t.'iia tyoe of jt lower tftaa tbo r or
iified Leader tree, wnen i . -ated
,
having the first I Btrrioii the i
the ground, and the repressive pruning of the top the same.
In otner words, the top of a Qlobular tr*e has to be prur.ed
to keep it altbin bounds a* in the c-ise of a Loader tree.
| the oths; '' the "lobular •. the
follow! .aits not found la tao HailT type. ft is
structurally to due to the oblique
the .sain scaffold Liabo taara is rfcriautlen of
fruiting wood, which j-Jces pruttlng liffic.it g
necessary* un. • of fruit to ^wn
of the scaffold br
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7h it of be structurally weak is
adtaitted by q /en t eo of this type
of trai Iters, k is
>f tr *8
trengt&e . the scaffold
Linbs, tt of t ; je .s c^. r fi, 5 the
trie tru iue to t*o reasons.
•
.. . -a ii recti an
frori the trait:. . v tor '.s
Lika - lever, ink. The rcault
, ften
» the split Int.
>aely
ft< with the trunk
«
This fact tende i . ng
.ilte, tee r.ei-ied tree ii
Laaa oc :e, ;
of three to si aneh in itself
the
inffold branches la
n a fruitJ irt oT the tr "res-
by tbat branc :-n the
old tra restored,
it io oft^vi aiffioult to rt ich
3. te the recessity
tot- j.r> 3 eaf fo
Lraetu ef the
and -'"lobular 0*4,
Tiie natural j to
-Jevelop an -I retain a leader. lobular ty> e
each o Mtffol re to *ader. -re
are thqi fr ." -..-•: t uah up-
ward and « for these
ng.
.*e
at re
ia one
fcfiethc chisf a. Blake of
the A -i cultural Collage to i r tree.
Ii photograph 8 a to illustrate the Vase type of tree,
i-jtice tne 1 ffold Umbo I or of the
tr tat this . iy of U f lobular trre to
pra >
,
dtft a of
tad t the • I ouch limbs the title of ""on
tailed bi i."
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typical (tabular tree when twenty five years or ulder
often consists of a nunber of such **7o>y tailed brunches"
with the interior of the tree bare of le id fruit
1 the perifery of the tree consisting of a of
tangled tsag* ^/here the fruit is borne.
The Globular tree does not give the bi
arraagpaent of the fr ils and twig*. In this
type jf hea^ oZ the priwary staffold 1 tend
obliquely :'r this trunk. Go these 1 ar^e li a
>er of mil alter I r i, &rr I about
jority . T tAeee sub—eeaf fold B <es
o extend sbliquely ou1 i, taey in turn have away
orals aranged I way. The result is that
each scaffold li ab consists of a rarnnifi cation of
branches, laterals and twigs extending eaiiqualy outward
in the general diraetion that the ranch
iii the twig 3 beeowe laden with fruit, the I "is
and bi Bfl ir* bent fact
that the Main 1 of its br .
arc. .. ratward a, this
*hol- • over in this direction
.
That is, ae i rule a branch growing on the inner uide of
u scaffold :>ranch, #ari towards the
center of c he tree, but uust bead roreard to the outside.
th it ^ lateral fruit
spur growth, over uio'ther sucrt fruit he
I to x ng of t ; >f a book, imen
it is opened. Itu iy the . I and « the
fruit ranches ear :h other in t -jr
de ?d
. This fact - ins t ehy it is
ten so difficult to ^row fruit jh the inside of a
I tree. Je each
other and keep tr.e Light fr. is oblique
direction of growth is responsible fvr the nece; of
so .ouch pr it br. n *ith
fruit.
>ucft a tree is a ;>uzxle to
,
Sue to the
Tact that pruru the a
,
when the
brancaeu are no --1th froit tnd it is difficult
.ow just what branches to thin out.
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r "fold
• type
I the 3? treu
r of eeaffold
r of branched,
wh«?r. tfeare >„i|ftth but
mat
'»
i ?_nove. aide
the ' r- :aos on
f L '. f
: L
Imidtt exter. i-
i the or the
b -Till I o. or 0-. -.ote-
. I and d.
lad trees arose
-=» 'out I . o f t * Jteee temlf r.d
.rry,
larder and etb tit Growing had
tbeli riti ~ 4 oo
all ov p ts« t g tre ,ad
»r.
t the »<r tree
»r to . ;8 is
Ufj to low
I >3
are trained jff the or- - *or to toe ^rour I re-
ur^r-iisnB
i. " v n wha way
however It i . ly
iff >rt pe
r rv fc mtly
•-"ee will result.
r n the . if th are
n to I -it the ce f r
in the uaiae wa.j, v Her than t
jbular etts
»Tt 5 tatian ore
it
.

ho , rt
i* trae .»? i | .; IXUMtrmtlM of a
globular headed tre* in slMviftg the result
of starting th* tree wi th too i3>any scnf fold
branches. Notice th tt the brunches are
developing a "co* tailed" character, the
fruiting aood fclrtnfl carried in a tuft ui'
laterals ax the jr.d tf the branch. The
shading effect of the branches due to their
oolique growth io noticeable.
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. easurt^snts , >:peri:.ient Station orchard.
In sUi'.: orchard planted in I <;e
is of the Vas&fi at station, the
rltar *&s ft ,-ed to ! iber of deader and
jdified boadsr tr ition to mug ;:iobular headed
trees. To c ft typos «f heads r of
measurements ser»j i varieties //ere, bald v.'
^reeni-ii^ "asset I ;tein, v- /es a excellent
choice La ca noe these ties
differ greatly in habit ind growth. vor ex ratal
.yes I ists of five plots of twelve trees
©ac.. Lot ' . . I received 3/ cords of i raanure
, 2 8000 LV»i . . thss, So, 3 Nothing, r u. 4 G
Lbs. Hone sal, I ur ; f pat lbs F " j. 5 600 lbs.
.1 and 400 lbs. Low g e or | otash. "lie
fertiii each spring, >o .e of the trees
are iisoas a not the taeasur .s.
m trees were measured sith a 20 ft. pole
rksd off in six in< ;cos. no* of the lirst
ffsld !-• d. 'ro..t the first
iffois! Limb to i ist jcaffoid iii ;b gave t.;e Length
..'f the tru oaf fold Limb. The height of
; tj tne top or the currant
gear's growth, A the trees was for. :ed br-
aver *, is to each
trunk ind sj of tho
tsru .lie xo the tip on the si is. ^he
r trees in this orcii Lght
these trsee, evi
ly rrssi four to Jix li-abs were saved for la linbs.
in so ;;e oasss t'. i true leiier
or *u i'our :r tlvo f ' in^ K ,io ii'led
le-vder.
Hot*. 1
orchard see the
- of v . 'icultur jnt
,tion fart i, I *~a 10. Jan. lwl
r illustrations of the various types of
r<f aee ph ;to, ase headed
tree *>n pags 20 odifisd La vier tre<-. I age 20 and Leader
tree on page 21
.
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TABLE I
Average Measurements on Masiaachusetts Kxpeiriment
Station Orchard
Type Height spread Lowest Number Number
of of of to of of
Head ad branches Highest
Branch
Limbs Tree 8
Leader 19* 10- 25' 8' 6" 9- 10
Giobular itf* 2b' 9" 5 30
Mod. Lead- U* J H 27' 3» 1" 7 14
er
Individual Measurements o f Trees in the Experiment
station Orchard
j-* LVJgR TYPg.
Ground jirsl
to limb Number Height Spread Plot
first to of No.
limb last limbs
limb
Baldwin : 3 ! 10 6 . 13 , 21 : 28 : 1
w « 3 : : 7 6 ! 6 20 - 29 ] 5
<* 3 ; 7 6 ! a - 6 \ 29 \ 5
J rave*) stein '30, : 7 6 10 17 6 ! I 23 i 3
» 3 : : 7 10 IB 6
;
22 6 4
••
< 3 : 12 5 21 i 21 6 : 5
ii 3 1 12 . / 20 6 • : 23 : 5
Moxbury
! 2 : a 13
:
ly
i
30 : 4
: 3 : 7
:
10 18 6
S
27 : 4
n
: 3 : 6 ! 18 6 : 25 ! 5
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GLUBULAR TYPE.
Ground r»t
to limb Vu-nber Rht Spread Plot
first to of
L iiab .15
1
Li;
liwb
o" : 5 16" 6" ! 31 • 2
Greening 3 : o 6 : 17 •27
3
; 6 5 20 •29 6"!
3
: t • 5 ; 1? :25 6 : 3
2 b : l' 4 :> ; 18 :23 4
3 : l 4 lb 6 : 26
3 4
:
-j 2 19 •27 6 :: 5
3 : 3 : 5 18 S :•24 : 4
3 8 ; 6 17 :27 2
3 6 ; 1 3 20 :29 6 2
Hoxbury 3* • ' : 5 19 • 6" •24' 1
2
:
1* 6 : 5 : 19 •2b : l
3 ; : 10 7 ; 17 6
; *6 : 5
Baldwin 2 f 4
: I 2Z •29 ; 1
4 ; 6"
!
25
: l
2 4 :1* . 5 21 :27 : 2
3
i ;
S 20 •24
: 2
2 6 ; : 5 : 20 6 j;22 6" : 2
3 : 6 : : i> 17 6 :21 : 3
3
. 1 6 6 : 21 :26 6 : 4
3 4 j 4
i
4 lb :20 6 : 4
3 : : 6 21 :2b : 5
C'raver.- 3 6"
: o : lb 1 6 M :21 : 1
stein 3 1 4 : . 6 : I
S
:24 6" : 2
3 : 10 T, ! 20 •25 : 2
2 6" : : 2 : • 6 • •23 2
4 4 : 4 19 6 :24 6 , : 3
3 6 i - 5 : 18 17 4
3 : 1 & : 6 : ao 6 •23 6 , 4
2 6 i 3 22 •24 G « 5
yiFl&D u
Ground Fir»t
to
first
lirab
limb
to
laot
limb
briber
of
li;abe
'eight Spread Plot
Greening
2' 6 M
3
•
: 10 :
: 6 :
20 :
20
:
32'
:
32 :
1
1
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Ore
iioxttury
Ldvin
6'
2
2
•
o
1JL
6
IB
17 6'
19
17
16
U
16
SI 1
21
27 6'
2S
26
25 6
27
25 6
23 i:
22
1
3
4
1
2
2
2
i.
Kupbore o f tr i&ch :ordi ri^; to plots'
tf 11 , l«il riot v,
Leader
jbular
.1 i
of
i
1
6
3
8
2
Bon<e
low grade of
9ttl e of
4
4
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-
r o t . . . -. to
xtoury I (toin reeeftetein
eder
Globul i.r 5 J
•V . r.
•
9 heli id in the wariom
9.
t l, 1. PlotlTT. Plot IV. Floi Y.
wresrj
Bail dei a
Qri . iia
for
?o
'
19
•
«. ~
-
.•
. 6
16
18.4
1?
16
18* 3 M
99
19
i*
19.1
18« 3'
lb
21
21
19.8
o» e« are on the average
ftbfl . o the trees of one
plot , Jjle Ne. IV there
ie . iifr-r 1, That le, the treee
in plotJ !•;. - ' . , r in re
than « able I , iowever, j;iow«
that this it efTf--:te the <*o to riny extent,
*iil work ifl favor > r re '.'i fteen
• oul&r tr»i cho^- ; Lj^s against f the Loader
.fied Loader tree*, 'faking the weaeurerue; ia of these treee
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aa influenced bv all the factors of variety and soil treatr.vnt
that flight ef.ect growth, it Le i fiat they represent
a fair •'. if tr trees to the
/uular, .••iified i. ul Leader type* of ''eads. Under
194 Cfl itusent to each type, it is
evident tyttt ', of vhe tr^e is nox affected o; tht type
of fteau.
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The Leader Type of Head ,
The writer of this thesis is firialy of t
opinion that the best type of head for New is
the Leader type.
•ly two objections have been raised against
is system of tr^ininr, nasnely, that the tre "ow too
ill and that fa ivir.g developed 9H the leader, may
destroy tie tree.
The objections to the Leader tree grovii
tail is *efcl founded, but in :iost cuees this toiver
is due to close pi uad high n< nd will
founJ in any type of tfm under Lllar equations,
entijnoi bef jre the Leader tree *ili De no
r thun the Vuae tree if grown under iitions
and with the tjaiae I . aent. 9 essential point in
•«dng too tall is to give the tree
plenty of rooia to grow in width, f r this type naturally
makes a big tre
••'or Rev nd conditions, ~f the tree
being destroyed by Plre Blight is negligible since this
ease i& only ton current years wood.
> of th< -e,
that it ^ivea a stronger need tin ter type, the
fruit ie distributed to the best tree
has tne largest peeeible :d finally, trie
trai Leader is the - '-owth of the apple
tree and it ia the easiest to prune.
e strength of the neai af a entnl ?r tree
is due to the obtuse angles t^e lii-.na mate with the trunk
t the Lijaoe are Jiotri.butei the Leader en-
ab
'
to fon.-i a : collar idding i ro
-ngth a . osible to split unh«r
- ivy ]. ojii.
is type of hea-i I :e
and offers a oetter ii retribution or iruiti an
the Qlebular head, .ter be-; rip se is
;ned t ;h the additional prli irj I liana
o thr the g r eade wit. the tree i8
epre lth. I point &z.y be raised that the addition-
;-rira&ry scaffold are j ily t^ocur eased
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height of the tree. It ;au3t be kept in MiiMt ho^over,
that tie uc if foil brunches or the Trader tree, especially
the up
t
.t;r MM 'iiiQ at . to the IN ad
dro v'u loVMard. -iie actual fruit carry1
1
jicaa. of trieue bra r thai tion
of the 11. all . .ibiiity ot widely
»es. ry Utaeha , '" t tar tree and the
.j Lty f jr these 1 ut
lb* Ueiw - factor
in «iaunt of roan for the distribution
of fruit. \ proper] \ei Leader tree uo xhe
interior of the tree is able to
aevelj.> fruil ad col lit. The writer wishes
to ftl iize the:? facts of Incre rope of
Lsttrr oolor, ;iic a be secured thru training to :.
Loader
ties i»
jentrai leader about Id
br^ncneu radi Li ;reat L pertaneo in
.e treas for when the train!
i
re
tarried out in tre^s growth inclination
better results .rod than if continual o ;tion
countered by the troe in ita development* a
recent i Bom Yorker, : •-. .. . ,'eed (24),
a prowl Bant apple r;rot'er of eatern "ew Y$ r\r saya,
ree o ktural shape, ire
not •-./ fight tl ncioa
of t;ie tree ^rowt^ diraot it.'"
•Jue to this fact the leader tree is easier to
prune alao requires leal pruning tnan other types of
bead©, For tfco ^lobular tree good j' tot
be .j xc-r, lo thio ty po u le
pru ,e t j ro par
in. the
iiv and - i ldr types, of
the »caffu. . ither i»
i tria. \ cult, . ince
nchey cannot freely e ooaf fold ti.'-.be,
especially on in* oidao to*arcis the other eeopetinj be
and great liffioulty is experienced in k< he head
*n and the oaat nen-iaterferiu
>d.
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o M fie
tor ty I I i i.-.s-rove-
6 o wu . . well
a, thue t Strang fr bearing,
kltaougfl .••rtunity to stuJy
•:, hft L« of th« aplnioa that
. jeotj t to 1
f the
J L« ra
.
tc :ions
:-e -lifficult I r tru m ot
giving &e ( tior; • f f
r
....
nl«i .iults
8 ho\i i i be e a cu - a #
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Ages in the Life of the Apple Tree
.
in the growth of an apple tree froa the bud or
graft until it has ceased to be„ profitable member of the
orchard and is cut down there are three distinct ages.
These divisions are based on the training treatment given
the young tree and are: ^1) The Nursery Age, (2) The
/oraative Age and (3) The bruiting Age.
if the fruit grower purchases his trees he has
no concern is to the methods used by the nursery uan in
propagation of the trees. All that he is interested in
is that the trees be true to name and well grown, with a
good root system. The methods of budding or grafting,
whole or piece root are of no Importance in the ultimate
growth and fruit producting capacities of the trees pro-
vided they ire of trie same size and vigor. It is, however,
of concern to the nursery man as to pr tion methods,
for certain methods will produce larger ind better trees
in the some time than others.
The formative Age is the most critical age in
tne tree* 8 life. Xiring this period, the framework, on
which the future crop will be borne, is developed. It
will be difficult, if not impossible to rectify mistukes
made at this time. At the statrt a choice has xo be made
as to the type of head. If a mistake is made hers it is
practically impossible to cnange the type, when the tree
has entered tr;e fruiting age. The writer is strongly of
the oj'inion that for ;.any varieties the ?,eader type of tree
is gaining favor in the ^ast. Kor other varities the
.iified Leaier type may be chosen, other i»r>ortunt factors
in training, which must be considered, are discusoed in
tne succeeding chapters.
The Fruiting Age of the tree usually starts
from the fourth to the tenth year, depending on xhe variety
and the method of training. This period is overlapped oy
the fensatiwa Age when the trees are trained to the Central
Leader type. This is due to the fact that the leader
demands attention, when the lower branches are fruiting.
The age may. also be subdivided into two periods, the first
bei :at of vigor, with the production of naxionum crops
of fruit and the second tnat of old age, when the crop
producing energies jf the tree have begun to x«ane.
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The Ideal Apple Tree ,
In all training operations the firat grower must
not only understand trie principles of training, but should
also have an ileal tree in mind, the realization of which,
all pruning operations should be directed.
For ftew .ad conditions such an ideal tree
would be one having the largest possible bear ,e
with a frauework strong enough to bear maxomura crops of
fruit. The head of the tree should Do 30 constructed that
iignt would be admitted to all parts of the tree to de-
velop fruit buds, color fruit and to check fungus deseases,
Such an open t^p would also facilitate spraying, thinning,
picking and pruning and in this way woul alt the pro-
duction of the finest quality fruit at the lowest t oosible
coot.
To achieve such an ideal, certain fundamental
factors a formation of the framework of the tree must
be thoroughly understood and put in practice with the
planting of tne tree and a logical system of tralnj ust
be adopted and eonsistantly carried jut during the life
of the tree. *ese fundamental .factors will be discussed
under four heads, first a general discussion of certain
principles of heading, second, the proper development of
the tree in the Nursery, third, and fourth, the principles
underlying the training during the formative and Fruiting
Ages respectively.
Scaffold Branch Angles
.
The importance of having the scaffold liiabs
cnaerging from the trunk, with a wide angle, has been
overlooked by fruit growers. The first reference to
angles that the writer hits found, is by Ghepard (25) who
writes in Better Fruit in lilo is follows: "Prune for
sturdy, ~tron<_, lower llaks rising at an angle of from 50°
to 6f ." Benson (26) in an article on pruning trees in
the same periodical advises -as follows. "The terra,
"avoid forks, " is often u??ed in pruning, though the writers
fail to explain how to proceed in order to avoid these
forks. 3hen you start the tree it should be headed after
ited at the desired height." "Mow this tree After
rtinfr will sometimes throw out sufficient brunches to
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fora a good heai tae first season, while again at other
times it will only throw out two, three or four branches
which all make sharp crotches or forks and all buds below
these will only make leaf buds. Many growers make a
mistake ri^ht here. In starting new trees they will pro-
ceed at once to rub all these bu b of fv and the result is
they have a very poor headed tree, with a lot of sharp forks.
In order to overcome this you should let all the buds grow
the first year after planting and if nothing but crotches
are on your trees cut all of these crotches out the fol-
lowing opring when the tree is pruned and leave your center
leader. by so doing the don-ant buis below will be forced
out the seeond ye~r ^id iauke strong branches, which will
jw out in uiore of a horizontal shape frow the main stalk.
dse make very strong brunches, as you tmj bend them clear
to the ground without breaking thl off fron the trunk."
The objections to htving the scaffold limbs
appearing on the trunk with ^n =icute angle, is that the
union between the limb and the trunk is structurally weak
and is quite likely to split down under a load of fruit,
so when the primary scaffold limbs develop with narrow
aaglee, they extend in a more or less upright direction,
so that the branches are close together, producing a
crowded top. iuch a direction of growth of the primary
limbs is opposed to the development of a wide spreading
head, which ^tlo«s for the best development of a free and
opes fruit spur system.
That these objections ire real is attested by
experience -.aid observation of bearing trees, where t! e
scaffold linbs have devei in this laanner. Hore (27)
cites the instance of a large orchard that was carefully
handled in every way, out failure to properly head the
trees, resulted in such a large number hwring been split
at the head, with the first neavy crop that the grower
was discoursed.
In an orchard of thirty- fiTe acres about forty
years old, not over two smiles fro.; t-.ie college the owner
estimated that twenty percent of the trees had the
scaffold li::os braced, iue to splitting down at the trunk.
photographs clearly show this condition. Tne ob-
jection a raised that this splitting is due not nlone
to the angles being narrow, but to the fact that the
scaffold brancnee are crowded together. is objection
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may carry some iniight, but the fact remains that splitt-
ing only occurs vnen a narrow angle is present. Also,
even if the branches are started at the same point, the
heads
,
will be stror.>: t
|
rcvidrd the aa/rles are vide . The
great number of such orchards having trees headed in this
oanner, that have niX split down under the loads of fruit,
is proof enough of the statetter.Ujj^.Votice the wide angled
scaffold branch growing io the fr£%ht in photograph ; o. 9.
„ich shows no evidence of splitting. Compare this
with the two branches in photo t . No. 1U that are narrow
angled and ,ro cracked at the ba3o.
AXperLuents were carried out on Hursery trees
the past year to study the growth of scaffold limbs with
reference to the factors influencing the development of
angles. The results are given in another chapter in
Experiments on Head Formation.
xternal observations M old trees shows that
a wide angle forms a swelling or colar at the point of
aaanergence at the trunk, '.his swelling extends com -lately
urjand the branch, baia| ok est at the trunk end extends
a few inches in a tapering inner to the brrw b the
other hand a narrow angle lirab does not have this collar
and at the apex of the angle the tissues appear to be
pushing against each other, with the result that a crash
is present, figure No. 11 illustrates the cellar of a
.viae angled limb. Longitudinal sections, but along the
ease plane made by the trunk and the limb, were made of
small twigs of both narrow and wide angled br inches, "liese
sections were examined under the micro co
;
-e to determine
the structure of the union between br and lirab.
Figures Nos. 12 and 13 illustrate the type of wide nnd
narrow angled limbs examined. Examinations of young trees
reveal the fact that the strength of the limb at the trunk
is determined the first year by the an{;le ; iade fctj the
growth of tne limb. The narrow angled lirab as illustrated
breaks readily at the trunk while the wide angle limb
requires a very much greater stress to tear it from the
trunk. Swan at this early age tne crash or division be-
tween the limb and trunk of the narrow angled branch has
;>eared.
re •••iinfl t.-»e Scaffold IJuabs
proper spread to the scaffold litibs is im-
portant in the formation of a good head. This spreading
of the primary sc iffold branches is one of the fundamental

<,
titling of br*nchee due to narrow angle.
a well defined colUr raay be noticed on the wide
angled branch at tHe Wt. Such branches cannot
break down at tho trunk.

$m-
.
'
Bracing of the scaffold branches to prevent
de&v ruction oi' tree.

.o. U
A fcnd crncY in a n lobular hwaded treo.
Separation o f branches on n. lender wyuid
r>r*\'<?nt such crack ir.
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principles to be kept in riind at tho time of The selection
of these limbs. The future head of the tree must oe kept
open so that the fruit carrying wood or. tack pri.ma.ry scaf-
fold limb rmy hrave_aoundant room to grow unrestricted by
its neighbors, in figure- No. 14, due to severe cutting
back of the primary scaffold limbs at planting the growth
was upward. ~<*ach of these limbs have been compelled to
develop their sub—scaffold limbs in B small space, with
the result that the head of the tree becomes chocked with
branches. Those sub-scaffold limbs growing on the inside
of the tree are dwarfed and either never develop or in
time^to be cut out due to crowding. The successful sub-
scaffold limbs are the ones growing on the outride of
the primary limbs, or else in the top. But those lower
down will in ti.se be dwarfed by the upper or more vigorous
sub-scaf fold! limb, with the result that there is a
tendency for the fruit carrying wood to develop high in
the top, producing a high headed tree. In this tree the
fruiting wood is auout six faet from the ground. If for
the first few years of the tree's life eacn primary scaf-
fold limb had been compelled *o grow outward, giving a
wide d ~*ce between each limb, the tree would have betn
lower healed and a good distribution of fruiting twigs
would have been obtained.
The only way the bearing su t of a tree may
be increased, if the tree is prevented from growing
beyond a certain height, is by compelling it to grow in
width. By starting the primary scaffold limbs with a
wide angle and keeping them growing outward for the first
few years, such a spread is more easily ebtainari later in
life. The primary li:ab itself continues to spread and as
its fruit be ri rfaee increases in area the liaih grows
in size and ia .hus able to well hold up the crop. .Vith
the pri . ,ry limbs gr^-ring upright, the spreading limbs
must oe developed fr i primary limbs and these secon-
dary limbs will practically all be placed on the outside
of the main limb. This gives^a distribution of fruiting
wood and the extreme drooping of the limbs under a load
of fruit.
Hedrick (14) says, "VAiatever the form, care
should be taken that the lowest branches are longest,
so that the greatest possible leaf surface will be ex-
-ed to the sun and light." To have these lower branches
the longest and not interfere with the development of the
upper Li.ibo, it is essential that they grow outward from
the saart.

V9. iZ
K<f,rroe angles in younjr trees.
>>uoh Mfles u,s the»$ if :-i.llo**d It develop intc
sciffold limbs on tlM JffUqi xrab* are certain to
be week icd mil eft .k .jw-» u. L*,*d
of fruit, 3uch .iabs slv, ul i bo pruned off.

No. 13
!;urs*j»ry tree with wide angled limbo.
Yhio trea prsafciw >od example of the wide
anglse to be ecu^ht on & y«Mg tree at pitting.
Such oeiffold iteto will WW brgofc dear* at
the trunk*
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;8 habit of growth of the different varieties
play ar rtant part staining a spread to the
lisibs. Tarietiss 3uch is Rhode Island Greening and Nero
aiake a naturally vide spreading tree. If these varieties
are started with wide angled primary scaffold limbs, no
ore attention need be given the trees in order to make
the lLabs spread. In fact after the first year it is well
to encourage an upright growth, for wen the trees have
fruited a few years, the lirabs will naturally assume a wide
spreading direction of growth, button and Jpy and natural-
ly upright growers and cure ;uu«st be tixken to keep then
spreading at all times. This is a difficult proceedure,
but can be carried out, in a aeasure, ay starting the
primary scaffold liabs at a wide angle. In the chapter on
.-» iiethod for 1 raining Apple Trees, the methods for spreading
these varieties will be diccuused in greater length.
jQft-irati on
M
of firanchos
.
w-ne of the most essential requirements for the
framework of a tree, is that the primary scaffold limbs
shall be widelyseparated. Within the past few years,
jologists and fruit Growers have recognized the fact
that to crowd the branches into a suall space on the trunk,
incurred the ride of splitting at this point, when the
trees were laden with fruit. This fact is responsible for
the rise of the Modified Leader tree in the past few years.
The photographs of the trees used to illustrate the effects
of narrow angles ars all of trees, on which the limbs were
crowded into a soiall suace. There is great danger that
such splitting vail I occur under such circumstances, but
uaurally only wttea the scaffold li;,ibs make a narrow angle
with the truni.
.
L* point is discussed ir» the next
chapter. Lewis (17) says, "The farther apart they (the
scaffold limbs) ars spaced the stronger and bettor will
be the trunk and tne better the tree obtained."
jkson (27) states that, HA vastly stronger tr«e is
seeured by st-.rti.rig but 4 or 5 brandies from the low
trunk and letting them enmerge from different sides of tho
stem and at different levels. Thus each main attachment
to the stem has abundant roots and the wood enlarges
symmetrically and solidly."

No, 14
The ooaffeld iirabe of this tree vere cut back
to utub* «».t plt.n ti»g . ot« the upright growth
of the four scaffold limb* «nri the choked condition
of th« he?f.d.
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itewart \\6) advises 12 to 15 inches on the
trunk for the development of brunches, tree of three
branches would give six inches between each brunch,
isany writers of recent bulletins and current literature
on training, who adviae that the branches be well sep—
,ted, 'Jiake the ai3take of cutting the whip back so
short that it is impossible to properly eeparate the
nchea. \ number of bulletins in which the advice is
given to separate the branches, illustrate the method
of train! Ivised with a tree having brunches prac-
tically arising at the s nae point. 3eo foot -ote.
The advisability of having the tree with well
iced branches, to insure a strong frauework, is only
one of many reasons for such practice . It seems sur-
prising th tactically all lomol ovists have apparently
not given thought to the other rtant factors involved
in the production of nigh quality fruit, through a wide
separation of scaffold lixabs. These factors are the
production of raore fruit of higher quality and reduction
in the cost of labor.
In the &ast, due to cloudy weather during the
ripening season and a lack of bright sunlight, it is
necessary to pay lore attention to the open head, than
in the Sest where there ore faany intensely bright days.
The method used in the iaot for keeping the head open is
to annually thin out the top by dormant pruning. This
takes tiiuo, increases the cost of production, is so^.etiiaes
never or poorly done and often, due to donaant pruning,
the top quickly fills up with twigs, so that in a dense
headed tree the light is largely shut out by the middle
of August. In photograoh ! o, 15 notice the dense head of
the tree. The fruit in this tree is all on the outside.
By having the scaffold limbs widely spread on
the trunk and properly arranged, high quality fruit can
be produced la greater ity at less cost than where
the Hubs are crowded. This statement is based on the
facts that sunlight is essential for the production of
leaf and fruit budo, to color fruit and to check the
growth of fungus diseases and also that a deeply colored
red apple, frso fro. i blemishes brings the best price
in the market. ?unk {2b, say?, "A very oimm error in
top formation is to have the brunches top close to each
other, so that when they coiae to bear the wood, foliage and
foot ;-«ote .
(lennsylvania j£xp. Station Bulletin No. 12.
,
page 117. The tree illustrated with these branches show
very little space between theta.
*• & •»
15
8ttfi&$ top caused by failure to separate
branch**, The interior <sf this tree is bare
of fruit, *nicb is found in the outer portion
of the top. li*;ht cannot p*jn«itr*ite to the
center of the tree to tfevolop fruit or leaf
uurta
.
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fruit on the interior u.re so excluded from ulr and light
that they all suffer, the fruit is iiapfcrfoct and the spurs
become fee ,.y die."
To produce such high quality fruit tfa
limbs should be m <es or ovor oa the trunks
of 33 developing y long fruiting twigs, dth lurge
leaves b least 6 inches for varieties develo; hort
twiga. >*or the l&any long twigged varieties, this means that
with the limbo separated the uiniaun Alstaaoo of 12 inches,
tho fifth liir.u will be four feet Above the first linb, if
the primary scaffold branches have been properly arranged
about the trunk. .<.' the short twigged ties the fifth
liiab will be 3^ inches abov first liiab. The resulo is
. » , . i
.
h i , . , » i I, i i n
<t each sca ffol d 1 <ant root:; t o deve i
nofiaal fruit spur system . Juch *ide separation of branches
Light and air to j.11 parts of the tree, the fruit
colors readily in bright li id during cloudy weather
will obtain the aaxiaun c/ior oosjible under the existing
conditions. Fttagus deseaees, that thrive in a damp atmos-
phere are checked, since the light rotches al
.
Is of
to top and tne air can circulate freely.
o vri.de separation of branches prevents the
retention of too many scaffold los no matter what type
of head may be adopted. ~ p . jSupoo os. 16 and 17 art of a
yellow transparent and a yellow Ballflo*er troe. la each
oase seven or eight I ive bssa crowded t :ar
into a small space on the xrunk . Xa a few years these
liiubs are going to be so crowded that souie of theta will
have to be removed. ting out large linibs is bad
practice aad onouid always be avuided by or selection
of lisb. the first year tne tree i8 pLaotod. la these
trees the tops are so dense that the interior branches
can only : t,yj.s. ^uch a condition
leads to the of fruit o-:ly in the outside shell
of tne tree vita tho interior bar* of fruit.
a cost of labor operations are reduced. ie
pruning instead ot being done foow tho outsiae of the troo
will occur alon
j
K each scaffold hia pruning will
consist of a thimdng out of crossing twigs and should be
of small amount, depending large
i
or of growth
of the variety. Tne work can also nore efficiently,
since it is often very aifficult to know Just what brtinchoc

o. 16
A young Yellow Transptrant tree with too
taany ecaffoldt branches. ! otice the upright f-rowth
of the brancr»«» due to cutting uack at planting.
Vhen this tree is a few years older so-me uf the
branches in the interlcr of tftti tree will h:\ve to
be cut out
.

M>. 11
Yellow fcellflewer tree. .' otice the poor arrange-
ment uf ec*fruiu branches. This tree needs a thin-
ning of the tap. Vho tree is bearing but no fruit
ia carrioa in the center of the top.

or taiga to remove wnen standing or. the outside of the tree
cctevoeed of a dense mass of branches and twigs in the per—
ifary of the tree. \s ft rule the pruner with the it,
rieties doos not thin enough in the spring, when the trees
are bare of leaves to give a head that is open enough, and
on the other hand unould he do so, the true is throw out
into wood growth and by September the dense condition is as
bad as ever. ier prut. ,3 Left as a means of thinning
the top, but the work is ?iv liy son* and its ftawisar*
bility is questioned for the Mast*
»»ith en te raying can be ione nore quickly
and efficiently than where the top is dense, iiy having the
branches widely separated trie operator San han lie his spray
rod so as to spray along the branches from tne tio to the
center thus doing the wor ~e quickly and eff-cilent nd
using less rauteriai.
Thinning and picking the fruit is f.-ic . to<] by a
wide 1 ition of icnes, which permits the fruit to
develop or. I ,ches, that are
placed all to priaary scaffold iiaibs fr. r extreR.i-
ties to the trunk. The laborer can do the work acre effic-
iently and quickly when distributed in this uanner, than in
the case where the fruit is borne in a dense waaa of twigs
and branches at the outside of zne tree.
Batchelor and Goodspe^-d 133) report as follows
for vsiae forced trees having branches closely to -r.
"The fruit on the unpruned trees was j r in coLor tr.
on the .inter and Jurnmer pruned plots. In lil4 the un-
^runt ts had 7 rwaat as awefe coLor as the other
pLots." "The size of the fruit was Largely equalized by
thinning the several plots, it cost ftbeut 25 percent lees
per tree to thin the pruneo trees than the unpruned ones.
The actual price bein£ 20 cento and lo cents respect!
As a means of t 9 fruit and improving the
ope tho ienoe growtn u r the tree, the te
pruning is advisable.'1 if these trees had had the scaffold
limbs widely separated the probability is that the limbs
j developed without liuch crowd' .id time less
pruning would 1 been necessary. This t she
the necessity of an 1 fteed to produce bett r cjlor and
to reduce the coat of thinning.
This systeta of spacing the scaffold Linbs is
especially well ted f trees on st ill-
silos, lith the Vaso for of ~nt
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up the bill drag M :, while tne oraches point-
ing down the hill are oft \ in the air. B|
7 scaffold l»r«incJiS» f«r 'i hill-aide
orchard, the fir . the trunV should grow down
lili, "3-xt two should ptlnt >ss the
j fourth! ihi . the trufl . jd
dl9tmc? ibcra the first three, should paint up the elo^e.
In this w?*y tne frail )f the trae it c-trrv f the
.j-ini, it is accessible runin *• fruit is eueily

m
Nursery ^e .
.rtant points to ba w .ized in pur-
•& troea ;ir© that tney shall »>e guaranteed true to
name and that Um Nursery will stake ; the loy» or
damage wit . t r. re if the if ve not true to
they - be healthy find properly natured.
atreag rout 3y;_ *>f the uti 'ost
^ce. '.his should uoiioikt of i er of roots,
about the size el lead pencil, well distributed about
i crown. -. tree wit or three route ,>r aanj
eiaall fiborous roots L4 be rejected,
rsery men sell tree* by size, but alee 3t:te
the size of the top.
The usual si rd in grading trees is as
follows:
Age 'ight
Largest site 2 yr : b - 7 ft
-ice.
ch
e ditto
.kaailer
Largest
2 "
1 *
whip
- 6
4 - b
- 6
-1.35
lb -
10 - 25
-
12 -
J - 18
- 13
10 - 18
.ose prices were taken frota !;urserye catalogues
for the aeauon of 1*16. <* prices vary greatly for the
sane size of tree, which so far as a purchaser could aa-
fftala frota any of the catalogues, w ropogated froa
the best stocks and g crown under ideal conditions.
higest priced trees in the aoove ooaiel'l sttea, which also
were the lowest in the .o to oize, were grown by
a middle we ytern nurzary :.iun, she advertises ex ; rely*
uf the* above trees . -he largest size b - Y ft.
or the taediuia sixed 4.- - 6 ft. tree* • ur*» old or the
jest whip 5-6 ft. should be purchased. Tnero is
little choice in any of the above, except the uediuia sized
two year old ami the jn9 year old whip are cheaper than
the largest sized two year old tree* Die Uaportant point,
however, is to secure the framework ef the tree i i the
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shortest ossibie ti;ue and by usin^ the ed trees,
it is possible to save froia one to two years, than if the
saaall-ar size j «rare purcnased. In addition it would oe
4ole to purehaee tae a^aliar term, , ley ure
evidantly tny iea*>t /i^or^ua of the tr roan.
laatii ,n import aft bearing on
i future success - . alceriag (2) says, "Any-
one who cj.1i auuSi.e the asaount o.' ur i ,nd ryot r;rorth
in the first two years i3 .aakinjr; p;> -6 \t
aa - .
'
In the tr : iod to be. o'.itlined it is
essential that the tree should raake a vigorous growth the
first yar« la order to insure «juc- roath, Vie tree
tat not l>e driod out to tiie slightest ae£ree« in all
i is »eli i»o t.j.ik the *hole tree in aater over nigfit.
A i! an experiment ea various methods of
irsee at tne foWr t results,
as judged by ultimate tree growth and cr^. ;rveuted over
a period of ten years, Ml obt on nursery trees that
i froia | to £ of tree roots cut off. If the trees are
frear ,- and i -mediately ted no runing is d.
: principle feature in plant! I to ran the soil as
tightly about uae tr^e as possible. 'Jater should
iiooriliy poured in the hole, aid the dirt thrown over the
roots should be raiaaed down until the whole mass has the
consistency jf putty. The effect of :>uch ra.=- 13 to
bri io ooi to x.-to latiaato contact with the
routs, in the fli , jf i • oburn exper us
e rua* in excesu 1 ant of atop of
i.3 pereeat over trees planted in the usual wanner, and
/a3 al-o La Tae results
of thio experiment ara givaa i hum ental
ftu eports 8-9 fur 1906L.
j, rule apple trees a.rc rted too closely
to. eties aa Bal , ly, d
Uq lateoh should be planted aa si t e, t lea
fifty f t. :ther the xroes oe trained to \
iifie. ier t r uhe Laador ty.e, t. ce
will oe n-jriQ too groat. Xa face a i utaa of f rt
Ot be oetter. in th< . ill orohard an Western -'ow
Fork, which ia now sixty years oid, Baldwin trees are
jut sixty feet acr*. an tnirty feet
;se trees *sre spaced 60 fee, rt. in other words,
where trees are crowded I -owth is certai. to be
upright. »„>»o of the fundamental lea of tnie
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systea of training is to spread the tree for fruiting
surface, rather than to grow it in bright -'dth the same
object la aiii . LaartI ;e trees at good distances
apart will encou ith. To take up the
3ur; iuL room filler** can be used to good advaataj "o-
vided they ue resaoved vn*n they crowd the permanent trees,
/anaatlve Ue .
This is tne critical uorioi in the life of
tne tree because xss made at the start are difficult
if not impossible to rectify. Certain current practices
th'it xre advised in many bulletins end bookB on
or fruit culture icust be considered at c- ».
fallacy >t g Back Seaffeld hirabs at Planting
. y the .htjority of lojaoiogists advise
cut. the priiaary scaffoLd branches on the young
two year old tree tiitf . This pruning is also
practiced by fruit
c
;ro*er .. over the country, as &
I advise ic giwea to ehvooe i'ro j three to five
limbs, which are to fora the framework of the tree, the
remaining lixabs are cut away. The en
chosen are cut back to varying '.ha, uyu:Tiiy leaving
the breaeh freu tnree or four incnes to six of :
jhes long, /hot
,
33 illustrates a tree
pruned in the usual Meaner. The reaso
n
i in j.omo-
L6glc > for .-: it
ii •
,
x'aen a tree is dug the larger
part uf its . root oyster is destroyed end it is
rj ke restore tne balance ontween root 3 and top
oy cutting back tne branches, otherwise tie tou vstill
suffer fr,. < of moisture during t »e uuasner and thB
tree uiay die. Seeeadlj t y ao cutti ck, the
primary scaffol .. .fj ta .^roar stock,.
.
r 8a/ England conditio*,..3 t'".-o setting bs
is not ssary, but even fcamful. It is not
necessary because a nursery tree curries a larger number
of seaffsV an should ue sawed for the head.
Jsuaiiy :j are from eight to t^i . >s on imch a
tr,<?e « By
,,
;-?u
r
utin< 0u\ f of th the balance
between 3 top is restored, Uso drastic cutting
^i: sf (he Lia)hi 1*1ting, eiaee a year is re-
quires :j csnew t oh cut away.
tree cut back tends to
greetag ao iliuotrrted in photograph
e .In this way the top is crowded, with the
sub-scuffoid liiabs ana laterals forced into a small spuce
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and thus luuch pruning is nece3sary to keoy the top open,
due to tne poor distribution of fruiting wool, hen this
tree be lie dlff J will not be corrected, for the
:t of be- otztwai .:e li ; Lted.
irick (14) write** rellevt ubject: MJioth
theory .cpen , e fruit
growers usually uiake a . the rot" pruni
newly set trees. .e common way is to cut b. 1 of
the branches. Lc saany cases is i
buds on k br develop soonoat jiuce the Largest
leaves. 1'ow a newly set tree .nil grow best if it can
devei ^ before dry ther acts
in, ?j\6 it will do if some branches are left intact.
refore, instead of f in all bra , 2ut
away sane tir^ly. ,je tr« aned
will st . icquire vigor ,aore qti
1.
Two iieas in regard to stock ir re hf
by fruit *ers. th some it is considered that
cutting back ranch ;sakes it grow thicker. This is
absolutely a fallacy, r ldch h^s bean ascertained at the
erijeewt station. The *eet general idea of
utockiness is that the secondary scaffold li.ibs are
brought closer together *t a point near the trunk, which
results in a stronger framework. Jutting buck to pro-
duce a stocky limb in the sense that the limb uust be
carried ne^r the trunk, is i <ce3sary. er
the first secondary sc»ffo; be ob-
tained near the trunk, while the next on uld be or.
isite side of the primary ac iffoil iiab it
a foot bey-jnd the first i b. id
riches do not need exceptional str fruit
be t.3. Mien fruit bearing d< the tree pro-
duces a few fruits, ffceae bend the Limbs outward* c -us-
ing tne br inches to grow in tnickness, but check . rowth
in length. ore laterals are also started into
along the branches. tita sow ietiee t isay be
nee y to prevent extreiae b iestroying of
the branches, but in the -^ast breaking is very unlikely.
In the "est, beeever, toe Is intense ligi .
seasons the tre«3 produce lonr cle like branches
t neod 3hort in or els< " a
lead of fruit.
Tn the ; ef 1 twelve two ye ir old trees
were planted .vithout anj; thinning or
a
cutti : ck of the
branches
.
These trees had been treated vory I Lor
to pi
,
ueen discarded uld loft for se
daye without roteetion, so tn t t jts were dry
"v
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and the back of the limbs badly shriveled. ?or a
couple of days they were soaked in water, which re-
stored their plusap appearance. The trees were
planted in a fine aandy soil, by inexperienced men
without supervision. In planting the roots were not
trioiaed and the soil was only lightly tread' over them.
The treatment given these trees wae as unorthodox and
severe as possible. >full during &£ay and June
was light, but heavy in July and \ugust. In the fall
they cere found to have to^de a heavy growth of new
wood and a large increase in diameter of trunk.
In photograph ";o.3ithe thrifty condition of one of
these trees is shown at the u«art of the second year.
A number of one yeur old whips theci were in this siuae
lot and planted at the sa:ue iiae, but #ere cut back and
the buds thinned out made an exceedingly poor growth.
1 growth uf these trees io recorded in the chapter
on Experiments on '-sad ation, .x;--ri. ier.t '., !*ot B.
otograph I o. shows a tree treated in this taar.ner,
whioh is c. _ble to the heading back of the branches
at planting,
•'eavy t "runing of the Young Tree Delays
SVuit Bearing.
Mien jlogistc and /ruit Growers,
sake the diBtuke o '/y cuttl ck of the leadero
and thinning out of branches on the young trees. Although
the trend of practice is In the opposite direction, there
are still a number *ho advocate such pruning, as is evident
by reading current literature on fruit growing. The
trouble lies in the minds of these writers and practical
growers, in that they do not undersi. the distinction
between training iu-id ,^ru:<: ect of each. ?he
ci stake is iaade of r: the tree as a fruit bearer
prior to its nemal fruiting aj : th the threu, four,
or five year eld tree before ilbum they do not have the
faculty of visualizing the bearing tree at ten, twenty,
or even fifty years of age. Instead of having a system
of training in ;uind, to produce a strong tree, that is
to bear superior quality apples the operation too often
consistssin cutting fcnefc to raake stocky limbs and to pro-
duce a largo number of br to carry the crup. uch
of the wood fou#d in the center of a tree five years or
younger *ill never bear fruit. . ch wood should consist
of the prlaoary and secondary scaffold liwbs and the lower
ts of sosae of the laterals on the secondary scaffold
liiabs. Little or no, fruit will or can be carried

No, 18
Tree Ko. 1 re© 0.2
Tree No. 1 wae not jitfUidded. The leader wm4 scaffold
limbs grew from axillary bude on the whip. The angles
are not «s wide %u doeirffd.
Tree No, 2 waj disbudded . 'The resulting growth
poor.
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on this wood) bu that ir- t writer of a xree them is
a -. of ibout 3 ft. in diasieter, in which the
of fruit «
v
~rx*d will be negligible. ub
it is folly to attempt to *;mn') for fruit before the
„ e d i 1 3 frenew* rV .
also actually retard* fru r,.
;f experiments and observations prove t his
-;t, lowering [2] reports v»at, "./hen siniliar
;hes on the sarse tree were pra Lfferent ex-
tents, it waa four. t the le«3 t *i£, the
ter the r, le >.nd weight of new ahooxa
fomed and t*e incr j in girtb of t^e original brunch."
" Jirnilitr results vere el with
tr*»es of 53 • ^tied of tbe crab nad redise
etocke respe iy. The trees *ere lleved to ov^r
be ^ it is cl . e size of fruit obi ed
from trees pruned to different extents mjf&b apprc itely
the ease* Kenee the waluea of the :• vere proportional
to the -:?ight. o-;fir.jalary evidence of the . jniem
of pruziing to fruiting was obtaii od bj eounting tne
fruit on si,:.iiiar branches of the sarae tree, ..-':. ich were
cut back to different extent***1
r.«.jer ('60) a practical fruit grower in a
paper read before the .chu setts 'rait Growers' Asso-
ciati i IJl'S a lid, "My oontaatlea is that if you will
leave tne Li i.one ind not cut thai back, 11
fill up witn fro It r.
We have Baldwins r rs olanied bearing 1; busnels.
Yhere is an orehar ft* irby vhich has been har . in this
way, an orchard of Subberdsten ' e, which at four years
nicked half a barrel. on* of the Ibjl del in did the saae
at five and every tr- s i-, the orchard was bearii
a tree *a* In be ari Bg I would not prune ix any
:,orQ than to probably take out a llsab that was interfering,
The earlv beari & nor. -1 < branches. 1
ve trees five years reening3, ahich are
foot >. w*ry tree of on*
block sere be at four years, one of theaa had 179
fruits and another
Irick v!4) writes, Tor several years after
.ntlng, the peac ne excepted, fruit trees need to
be pruned only to train the tree. Just how much to prune
a y tree Jepes: . the fruit, the variety, the
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ao.il, at tliaate. Fruit growers prune tre^a far
too nuch, thareby IntrrtHtiai; of M id of
it surf ice e fruLt t. It
trees Mm o* ., j«rt selactsu thai is n
ij to reaewe bus ,o« iaoh which riarl i the
wrong place taa e lane the better 'irJ lake out dead
jured or oroeeed Liabe,"
r saya,
Lag is one of the varieties which suffer*- it froa
the oLd 9ystQ:u of pr rune to stiffen up the
*raaefcea»" ;uade tns r'ing grow nwcii tiood. iir» out your
top, gave the owner trie pleasure of cutting it out.
it usually took 12 u-j L9 re before ch
fruit. '
Recent results secured by .lder.uan (S3) la
a youn^ ore* -s regard. wo
crops were secured.
lee per tree oles per tree
kefBaat pruning 34b.
6
lis. 45
derate * 414.2 ly..;
ht 471.7 33.32
He further eaye, 'In another six year old
orchard the only fruits produced *ere u con Vie light
-nea block, in a five year old orchard the light
pruned uioc^ ivereged SS rcent buds tnis wintr-r while
the - I rately pruned block averaged b2 percent and the
<ned block rcent."
o only pruning a tree requires fr te first
year until fruit ii us follows:
(1) H.nch bi the- growing season any
branch that is markedly out-growing itfl fellows.
Remove loterferi r crowding twigs.
(3 x branch is dro~ • "r • i excess-
weight of leawai reaeeo eoae of the leaves.
^4} in certain varieties „t Jueaeaa and ^r
it is advisable to r amove lex vl fruit buds on the
leaders. tale is not done crotch wilL re*
<iueod.
v
i>; oho: of leaders eaea the trae ie four
<^r five y« >ld, in the ca^e of certain varieties that
do not • i freely oa advisable. * 'itig is J^i ex-
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aaplo of such u variety. By carrying out these principles
of pruning for young trees, audi tar'v icties
as . i« to ;roduc*» frul Troii
two :, > eig . .ior ! rJ pruni -
S&Ms a*
19 Influence of vie Tine wi I vnt of Pruning.
In training the apple tree it ia i.
clearly an it on Fruit bearing, of the
taunt of pru ^ew «: J, which riiis a
cool iarip climate, the tre*<; roiuce raurn wood and
are relatively late in M into bearing, ;e
lest the opposite is the rule re w o-
oocious. "or this reason in I ew .England, when the nt
of pruni i to t iniraua, the trees produce
fruit sooner and ia tions r*ny
occur for aerial rioti. , lien ne^ cial prunij
to correct ) the case of old trees
when rejouv . , icaering (2) found
ths experiment-- pruning, noted previously, that the
sruned trees yielded ree times ae nuch as the
lerately • runed trees, viile the hard had
practically no it all.
e reason for the earlier f the non-
pruned trees is eesily < if eartaia pr' es
of p: ,rovth *re understood. If dormant pruning is
rted to etc te tree io thrown out of balance
by the i of a part of the x ad as there ii
sxcess of stored food present, this c-usee a vigorous
growth of . ;>er of 1 >/e
developed into i an unpruned year ola vhin,
only tvfo or three illy near the top, ail
develop into twigs the eecend year anile o?irt of tno re*
aiairdei will develop into apurs ai renuin
flocent. The following year a number of these spurs bear
fruit. ilf of the snip had been cut aeay the first
year, * perti rve developed i'
spurs tiie next year vcoulo i. In addition
a nuraber c -i left, instead of develop-
ing intc s t gree into rale. u» Inei of the
whip hearing fruit buds at U d sf tie second year, it
would teat few if \ny, the buds having level
;te twigs. If -*ocess is repeat , it is
easily seen that the tree tulated to the product!ea
of wood ind not fruit. a it spurs can only roduced
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by the growth of laterals that are located on wood three
or four years -Id and that are out of the area stimlated
by pruning*
Annual dormant pruning is often considered to
develop a larger tree, iickering's (2) results amply
demonstrate the fallacy of this idea tince he found that
trees not pruned at all were 2C> heavier than trees
moderately pruned ai.-i 36> heavier than the hard pruned
trees, also since the difference in weight Detween the
unpruned and aoderately pruned trees is greatly in access
of the wood removed by pruning, it is concluded that
pruning did not increase the actual size of the tree, but
even results in less new wood beingformed. V&en sjuai-
liar branches on the satse tree were pruned to different
extents, it was found that the less the pruning the
greater the number, length and weight of new shoots forued
and the increase girth of the original brunch. Yhis
last statement is contrary to the nelief that cutting
back a branch makes it stockier. The writer conoiders
that these results can be applied, with setae reservation,
to pruning operations in lew England, since the climate
of England is somewhat iitllstr to our own.
Alderman ^32) records results as follows:
influence of Pruning upon Total Yearly Growth.
runing.
Length yearly us. of
rowth. trunk.
Light i runing.
Length yearly Oiaa. of
Growth trunk
.
Beginning
of &x.
19]
4,41'
16.25
.33"
.73
5.
15.51
.28"
1913
1*14
41.53 1.15
i.57
34.33
.39
1.16
1W15 161.74 2.17
Neither in total length of growth nor in in-
crease of trunk diameter have the bearing of the heavily
pruned trees made as satisfactory a gain as the lightly
pruned ones, except at the very beginning. The only
possible deduction from these figures is that continued
heavy pruning acts as an inhibitor of growth rather than
a stimulant. It is insignificant to note in this
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connection that in all the orchards the lightly pruned
trees are noticeably larger in size than the heavily
pruned oriefl."
buauaer i'rui
Suuuaer Pruning is tlced but little if any
in East. The etr ,r
c
Khreentes of this kind of
pruning uostly Western Penologists and vruit Growers
opt. in arid and B—i arid regions, such as the Rocky
, and Paeific Coast states and ustralia.
• cutting back
of arox#i t a specific tine, which occurs in
this gro -
.
f weeks prior to the forma-
tion of the winter terminal buds. The object of such
pruning is to cneuk
;
cause buds that would
normally develop leaf buis to progress on in growth to
fruit buis. Levis v 17) has devised a method for train-
ing fruit trees, b it is claimed to
co.oplete the framework of the trt r than by dor-
mant pranls
one of the greett difficulties in summer pruning
for fruit is to detemdno the proper jee.son for doing the
*ork. XI the pruning it? done too early a number of
auxiliary buds dre awakened into a sappy growth and are
often winter killed. If the pruning is done too late, the
results are t ive in so far ;.s the development of
fruit buds is Concerned. Recently the weight of opinion
bused on experimental evj. dense, has been against summer
pruning.
Bateselor and 3oodsp« I) reported in 1915
the following result " pruning in a beari
orchard in Utah. ieno trees rroduced, on an
average, 115 boxes of fruit tore than did the
r.er pruned trees. Jonathan averaged 64£ boxes more
par acre for ..inter pruned trese over winter arid summer
pruned trees.
as alt of hiu ex-
nts that, M r blocks that had re-
ceived ore er or yellower foliage
than those prun ratant sear on.** Summer pruning
ales can sod e in the . ; ize of leaf, number
of leaves . . -oe and f area per tree,
lie also vfc, M In the young
orchards we have allsmpted to correlate summer pruning
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with oarly bearing, but correlation J3 ne^utiye . i'erely
correlative >uit pruning far exceeded all forias of
sunsser pru Lb art "i^g 0J*d in
some crises the ant runed blocks
produ the suiauier pruned
trees. '
pruning aa; -is of
irly 9 >r to fc. ./ork of a tree,
is setts grower to
tt not be confused \/ith
eusuesr
.
>» is is a ligiti-
tedurt practiced in all ^astern
ur:: is gr at of position or
over greying it .nal bud uuy be
pinched -»i-» .. *;k.
Yree.
;av> heading back the bearing tree during the
uvn-juat rerj few varieties
to be aentionea, ib us a rule bad practice. By, headinj
back, is Meant the removal uf pai b -. all of the current
r*£ growth of t r even cutting back into the two
year old wood. '; he reasons cei for such pruning are,
firot to keep the tr^o low in stature, second, to fill up
top with taiga te « fruit, * -irdly, to keep the
fru spuro *t te iter of the twigs and not
-.it trie top, ut I : - . ill} aa practiced in th ., to pro-
duce a dense i t.o protect the Hubs from sun ac^ld.
the i
»tes% >ut as» ;sre are a number of
objection* to its indiacr e« . iedrick (14) says,
ling-J top af i tre. ;ker and broader,
rs are but fov? orchards or even trees that do not need
re or la their history.
Hut i :itw thit fena of pruning is practiced only
bh peaches and ..o':e plui 1 i--» but little needed with
frui- -in described
be
.
in thi winter 'J.o cuttun^ buck of exceedingly lonfi
iiishe; of occasional trees.
or v« tan the rule.
t year La the
does not pr< roaming in height

:.*. 19
Heading ^Hck
Young tree with tho scaffold branch
beaded bask.

-Sa-
bots develop mainly in the outer and upper parts of the
tree, leaving ihe spurs in the lower and inner portions
in a weakened condition. Vne result it* that they will
probably bear less regularly and die earlier thm spurs
which have an abundant f^od supply, /urthenaore very
heavy heading, back will even force into shoot ;/owtn some
of the already formed spurs. Thinning out, an the other
nand, will not only divert an extra amount of food Mater-
ial into the older fruit spurs on uccount of its reduction
of shoot growth, but it also letj light into the center
of the trees, so that the leaves of each spur are better
uble to laanufacture the food materials nee led to keep
these vigorous and thrifty. This should enable to
live longer and bear mcrm regularly.
Heading back when properly done can be used to
event certain varieties frou fruiting near the ends of
the twigs. But when carried out by cutting back the
,ority of year old twigs in a tree, t^e result is the
production of wood and not fruit buds.
Heading back to shade the iixabs is not needed
in the Kast, but should be practiced to a limited extent
in the case o f the King, to prevent the fruit froa sun
burning.
In training a tree, there is often need of
headi :ck a liiab, or even the whole top. It inay be
used to curb a rank growing limb, in which case the limb
should be cut back, and later in the season the excess
twigs, that develop should be thinned out. In fact, it
be advisable, in taany cases, to do the cutting during
tie suuoser, to prevent the excess of growth, which fol-
lows dormant pruning.
To check the tree iB its upward growth, other
ueans than heading back :uay be employed. In regard to
curb! owth la heights, Medrick ^14) writes, **^>ince
heading-in is usually practiced to reduce extensive
growth, it is always best to consider if there is not
sorse way of prevents buob growth, as through with-
holding fertilizers, not pruning in winter or ny use o'
cover crops, in other words, it is better not to force
trees tnan to produce too ;uuch wood and then cut it off."
e secret of successful heading back to re-
duce the height of the tree, rests largely in cutti
back to a side branch, located on wood of several years
growth, ouch pruning will result in the growth upward
of the branch and the development of its laterals. It
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will nut, however, result in an outburst of uany twigs,
such as results in cutting buck on year old wood,
ickeon (2b) clearly outlires this method as follows:
"Cutting back or * shortening in' should be done in a
way which will reduce the burst of new shoots near by
always cutting the branch at a strong lateral because
e sap flow into this lateral prevents undue pressure
and forcing tent uuds in the vicinity of the cut.
/or this reason the cut ti aft of all branches to a
certain definite height i3 wrong. Trees shorn across
at a certain line become tnick as a brush with t
shoots which require extensive thinning or the bearing
wood will soon be all at tnat level through failure of
the densely shaded bearing wood below. Cut to the nearest
lateral below the Line you wi&h to approxi late and
shorten the lateral, if desirable, and the result will
be fewer and stronger shoots than from a stub cut."
Juring the first year or at the start of t
second year the new growth in the tap should be thinned
out, by completely cutting out crowding twigs.
To suu up, heading back should only be resorted
to in case of absolute necessity.
inning the Top.
in the system of pruning to be outlined, one
of its chief features is the construction of the head,
so tnat sunlight can penetrate easily to all of the
tree, as the tree increases in age, pruning sill have
to be done, with three objects in view, first to keep the
head open and vigorous or thinning, second, to prevent
the tree from growing too high and thirdly, 3,'ur reju-
venation, which will only occur Tshen the tree has borne
aany crops.
In review! a literature of pruni , , it is
worthy to note, that even the earliest writers recognized
trie need of admittir., to all parts of the tree.
Hckson (2b) in writing of the necessity of thinni
says, "In the treatment of bearing trees the ?aain effort
should generally be towards thin.' j>r relucin^ the
number of bearing shoots."-—-"^n unthinnei tree becomes
a thicket of all, weak laterals and spurs."
»i
"The only way to keep the interior of the tree
full enough of strong be^rin;; wood is to resolutely and
regularly thin out surplus shoots, as tho tree advances

NO. '40
A Headed oack Tree
The one year old wood was dipped b*ek
about half III length. The tree ooutains
too much MOud sue to the previous year's
heading back. Instead of heading back
the tree should have been thinned out.
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in age and size. This work is as important with trees
which are not regularly cut back, as witn those which are
thus treated. It is one of the most vital as well as the
most generally neglected tena in orchard practice.
Van Vbstyne ^38) a pro. tt fruit grower of
ison Valley speaks of tne value of thinning the i.s
follows: M l remember,
.
, we hud very cold
storms at the bios t Baldwin, which, with us,
as with moat of you, is our great u.arket apple. r. he
.dwin crop looked as if it was seriously damaged, and
so it eas; yet I found on my oym trees, il had been prun-
ing I et fruit buds in the interior;, I had a very res-
pectable crop -ft<»r all, the apiles came from the interior
of tne trees where they *ore protected—the buds- ne
on and developed, where, at the extremities, they were
destroyed.
The amount of thinning out will vsry accord-
ing to the n :ibit of growth, age and vigor of the variety.
rieties that tend to produce an abun-
dance of long, many branched, leafy laterals and twigs,
will require more thinnin i those uiy
short laterals and spurs, Per example, hclntoah,
Baldwin, Ben Ouvis, Hubbardsto n, Jonathan, .>pj, thode
Island oreening will require annual this o • int>
opitxenber { ,, .oxbury '-'.usset, ..utton and uijinr will re-
ire little thinning. In fact, some ^>f these varieties
will be benefited by an occasional light heading back.
inning out should be done from the outside,
working towards the center of tne tree. Remove weak and
crossing branches or twigs growing closely parallel to
each other. an out along the branches to the center
of the tree. The work should be done ai. y and t
necessity of removing a large branch to thin the top
should never occur.
As a rule, do tne thinning r. ouch a way that
taa laterals and twigs will not have ft orooked growth.
Tnis can be done by removing the entir Ly, b ok
to the lateral . finally keep in laind the fact thaw
widely spacing the scaffo: -.be will aid greatly in
reducing the amount of thinning. Avoid stJ the
treeB to excessive growth by fertilisers or cultivations.
La out each year, so . .unt of pruning will not
ve to be excessive and thus avoid exui rowth due
to heav} t pruning.
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inning vruit.
In the production of superior fruit, thinning
is an important factor. This practice ul.o has ce
in the foraition of tie head of i tree, m Matter what
systeio iauy oe followed.
Hth the method of training advocated in this
er, tninning of the fruit when the young tree starts
to bear is strongly advised. J any varieties produce lat-
eral fruit buds near t is of the current year's
wood and also the t d oud , «ay be a fruit bud. This
system ponuits of a uiaxLauu bending of uru».ches, without
brewing of the head or dense shading of ether Drenches,
but until tne li*sbe becoiae stocky, it is not advisable
to permit au.cn extreme bendin
;
o objections to
allowing such b t tne lower branches will
be inclined to the ground, so tnat tne branches *nd
fruit *ill rest on the soil and also that the laterals
are twisted out of shape.
Vo be successful orchard practice thinni
must be profitable. The following figures ure a few
that kaww aeen selected from a number of such statistics,
to prove th.it thinning is le and is in
fact, indespensable in the production of firot iy
fruit.
Close (13) reports the results obtained by
tninning as showing from l\ to 3 times the uuiount of
first grade fruit picked from thinned trees over tne
non-thinned trees
.
Bennett (35) found that the increased value
of fruit iue to thinning varied frota 77^,0 to "1.63 per
tree. The variety *ae Baldwin.
Fisher vll) writes that as a result of ex-
periments it is concluded that thin- ays on heavily
loaded trees.
Ba(ychelor (33} results on eight year old Ben
.'is trees tnin.ed four inches apart gave a net in-
crease of -,1.16 per tree. -ight year old Jonathan gave
an increase of 30£ per tree in 1911 and 71ys per tree in
12. The cost of thi. is off set by less cost in
sorting tiie fruit.
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Le (37) found that thinned inesap tree*
show a gala over non-thinned trees of 1.65 ,or tree.
Beach (21) in a thinning experiment reports:
In seasons of neavy crops tninrang was founu to heighten
tne cjlor and increase the sise of fruit of Baldwins,
Hubbardstons, and Rhode Island Greerting3. On a small
crop the results were negative. cost of thinning
a well loaded tree should not exceed 50^. 'jMj.
*r a • percentage of f i.r^t ^-.rvie
i
fruit un-
tninned tr the fruit io m ittsr adapted for
. ..->rketirtg fancy js.
Blair (39) obtained the following results in
an extensive thinning experiment in Nova Scotia.
The work was zona two weeks after the June
drop but steal ve started ten days earlier for the
t results. »riety was Gravenstein. from the
thinned tro*s all spotted sad ill shaped fruits -./ere
removed y ^ne> • was left to a fruit cluster.
The apples *ere left four to nix inches t.
increase in Gise.
Apples to the barrel frasj thinned tree. 5X7
unthinned * 593
Per cent increase in size fro < toinning. 12.6l/£
.de of /**ruit.
Thinned tree tninned tree Increase
.1 42. 28
2 23. 36.65
3 5.< 16.13 10.5:
ulls .60 3.
The cost of both thi g and gr the
thinned fruit was 11 1/3 j* per barrel. te cost of
idirig the unthinned fruit was 10'/ making the cost
of thinning 1 l/3>s per barrel.
Zulus of thinned fruit i.*4
unthinned lu.lo
Gross returns per tree for thinning $ 1.76
Net 1.74
At rate of 40 tre^s per acre 6^.60 profit by thin-
ning.
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iother experiment in thinning on Ben Davis,
»t rk and Rhode island Greening trees comprising five
acres 11 tested different amount* of thin as
fruit 6, 6, nni 4 inches upart, t one fruit to
a cluster *nd general thinning. In all cases thinning
increased tne percentage of !.os, 1 and 2 fruit and
greatly decreased the percentage of v o. 2 and culls.

In order to clear up cert tin problems bearing
on the sading of trees, the following experiments
were conducted during the growing season of 1915. These
problems were corrected with the proper spacing of scnf-
foli branches; the nethod of f« . .eads of the "odi-
fied J,eider tree and tr.e Leader tree; t>:e nuuber of
seasons it takes \o j-;row the primary scaffold braiiches
for the Vodified Leader tree and certin ex in
the forcing of buds at j-'oints where scaffold liiabs were
desired.
Lscussion of ro
b
l eras
.
>w jaan re necessary to
develop a Modified Leader tree having four or five
scaffold jsT
Lewis (17) page 23, states in sneaking of the
ified Leader tree, "but beginning frore the second to
the fifth ye ir, the leader is suppressed." #• are
ble to fiid in this bulletin any other reference to the
le jf tiue required to for *ead. Evidently Lewis
infers that the read »ay be fonaed in fr to four
ye irs
.
>ince the scaffold limbs are to be separated
8 inches or aoro, the dietone* between the lowest branch
and the highest branch will be 24 inches. if the first
branch is 20 indies above the ground, we ;ust have a
trunk 3 fe^t o inches 1 jtart with, if we wish to
3lop four scaffold liiabs the first year.
.rsery men grade a>pie trees us follows:
Largest size 2 yr. 5 - 7 ft. ranched trees
Medium 2 yr. s: - 6 ft.
Smaller " yr. 4 - 5 ft.
Largest " 1 yr. j ft. up s unbranched
it is easily seen that only the largest and
medium sized two jmmr old trees and whips over 56 inches
would be tall enough to develop the > odified Leader he d,
with four branches separated o inches or jore. ith five
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branches the he id cannot be obtained on any of the above
trees. The question how long will it take to obtain the
additional branches necessary to make the full quota of
scaffold i Labe then arises.
The importance of having the scaffold liiabs
well separated en the trunk and leaving the trunk at a
wide angle ^resented certain probletae that were investi-
Led. Tnese t*o factors in addition to obtaining a wide
spread to the scaffold Limbs were fundamental parts of the
experiments, in all the training work on the trees used
in the experiments these factors wer* carefully studied
and methods ^nd rules of training were sought that would
enable the fruit growers to develop the ideal head, -arts
I, Ll t 111, IV include these factors of ition of
branches, br uich angles and spread of branches, in addition
to the general healing; problem.
The question arose, could a two year old tree
with the head already forced be pi Anted ^nd one or tore of
the scaffold li.-.bs, well separated and wide angled be re-
tained, the c runed off? The usual
two year old tree has fro . six to ten limbs arioing on the
trunk in a space of *bout t^lve inches or less. If one
or more of tnese limbs aeoarated b inches or re could
be retained, a year would \>e saved in the growth of that
number of sc-iffold liiiibs. in addition the troe would
re the advantage of just t .-: nure leaf uurfuce.
Vhe importance of ret chee on tne young tree,
froni the » Lnt of growth and early fruiting, has
been discussed in a previous chapter. It was feared that
the scaffold Limbs retained wo ttgrow those developed
from buds on the leader.
fart i/ was planed tj i iwes' robieui.
. %\ ill tea a two year old with one
ffold Li ad leader retained and six branches reaoved
as indicated. ;n two year old trees it ofter. occurs that
a long scaffold branch is not e desired point
on the trunk, but instead of aho«t slender so called J'rong
bud nay be located at this place. sh buds being from
one half to two inches long, rather slender and always at
a wide angle with the trunk. The question arose,
such a bud be forced into growth and developed into a
strong scaffold lt'.&b. ' Mrt V covers this point. j/ure
o. 6 shows a number of pring buds -rowing in the trunk
where the scaffold limbs are needed.
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.n jf jjcperi.taent.s.
.
Experiment I. Ships h terminal bud and
three, four or five buds chosen for scaffold i .ifter
r«8f" ut an inch in tie spring. These
buds were apaced 8 inches jr iore apart. All inter-
vening buds removed. This is termed "oevere e dis-
budded. " The first bud was chosen at twenty inches from
the ground and all buds oolow it were rubbed off. ..ee
togra . Z2.
voeriment 11. Whips were treated in the ; e
manner as in 'Co. I except terminal Dud was i t a
height of ibout 56 Lnehes fro;a the ground.
.eriaent III. .Vhips were left unpruned and all
branches allowed 1 * except t^iose £ro* : . e trunk
f twenty tes frou the greuad.
«ere considered checks ar fertaaately anlj a few were
iacladed in ..action . ^ee t hotograph ^ a\%?- :> .nother lot
of trees in this experiment were left untrr it is
no buds on tne whip were reooved.
oeriment IV. Two ye it old trees were used in
this experiment. \ wide angled spreading scaffold limb
was chosen about 20 inches fro.u the ground. 11 the re-
eeaffold liijbs except the ieider were removed,
another limb was present, wit-; a wide angle and spaced
eight or aore inches ,bove the first it was also retained.
e leader was disbudded to two or three buds. On two
year old nursery trees it is rarely ible to retain
aore than two scaffold limbs. »tegrapfl f o. XI illus-
trates a tree as pruned in the 8 just after the
,,rowth started.
<porii~ent 7. Trees with one or more prong
buds were treated as in txpertjeent X, II, or 17. Thai is
the pro ig buds *ere s^ved, ebea well spaced and int^r-
ealaj la removed.
The i'lantin^s
.
Two lots of trees were used, one designated as
consisted of two year old trees and one year old whip*,
which were growin, the nursery.. These troea were not
trana .ed, but were ex ted on in ^itu
.
varieties were 23 Baldwins, 46 Wealthy, IA olntosh and
15 rainier breenings. Lot & toa .dated or 125 troea the
majority of which *ere whi7*. The varieties were 32 Red
t.ruchan, 1 #eet, IV ^ra, 13 Yellow Trans-

ij Hcca-me \e<xcL(?r
Ko. 21
A two year old tree pruned with a ieader and
one taffele branch. \% 1, «, 3, 4, ana I vers
ui'itfich«» that wer* K run«>i vft', sine: Cay -were tou
•iMM together . ens branch growing upright was
satred i*r tna leader and bu :* 'Zt ;>'3 esnd ,?4 were
savod to develop scaffold branches, Tho inter—
fMlfl juds ««re fttbfetd «jff. is ^ractico of
rubbing ths bulj off just after they start in the
spring is termed in this thesis, Severe early
disbuiviing."

No. 22 No. 23
Nuaber 22 illutftratoo the treatiswit given the whip in
Experiment I
.
Nuaber 23 wis tofcai of a whip treated - .aporiment
1*1.
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parent, ZZ iisopus. These trees .ere treated very .r h-
ly prior to planting. ?<ot being needed f*.r the Hoot and
periment, an -jcperl-dent Station project, they had
been discarded. After several days they were restorod,
but by this tiiue the rnots wre dry and the stems shrivel-
ed. Before planting they were soaked in running mter
for several days until all effects of drying had disappeared
and the roots and stems presented a bright plump appe.r--.oe.
The writer considers this revival of these nursery trees
an important proceedure to be followed before planting
any trees no matter how fresh they may seem. If these
trees had been planted immediately we feel sure that few
if any would have grown. The trees were planted in a very
sandy soil, by workmen who did not carefully pack the
ground about the routs. rovth of the trees was not
at all satisfactory and was largely due to the poor plant-
ing. As ht3 been discussed in a previous chapter, the
import jit point in planting trees is to pack the soil as
firmly as possible about the roots. Both A and B, were
cultivated every two weeks until the fiddle of July, when
a cover crop of Buckwheat was sown in lot
<
A. No cover
crop was sown in lot B,
Treatment Juring Crowing Season
.
Lot
_\. iince these trees «ere established in
the soil, they made a very rapid growth. In some in-
stances the le der grew so tall and carried such a weight
of leaders that the trees bent over and grew crooked.
Limbs drooping or outgrowing their neighbors were pinched
back, otherwise the trees were not pruned except in cases
noted under results.
Lot B. Lot B required little care as the trees
did not make a vigorous growth,
,)lanation of Tenqs.
In all cases the branches are r.Uiabered from the
ground up. Thus the first scaffold limb is No. 1 and the
second No. 2 etc. rhotograph 24 illustrates the method
of numbering the scaffold branches. The branch angles
were measured with a six inch j.rotro.ctor. The spread of
the branches were defined as follows. /ide spreading**
.
were those brunches where the arc made by the branch and
trunk was 70 a to xjQq . A wide spreading branch is seen in

Lead.er
--Brtx^oK *|
i if ;» • ^
M, 24 >o, 25
Photograph Ko. 24 llllfirat— tlMI Jaethcd of numbering
the urtj\ clifcfl, .*«« Page 67, -Jiplaiurtion of ' ersca
.
wo^raph N« 25, liaib ;,' 1, illustrates a wide thread-
ing (v. §.) liab.
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Photo ^ro-pw
~r—— o. 2SLimb !*o.l. SprwaALilgs) a bnnch unking
^aide between 50° and 70°. See ^t$£eh No.2w Lift* <o. 1.
j—t^ti . % branch making an angle leas than 60°; rote
^&2e"^o.a4 », 1. tre the growths wade by
the various treatments the trees were calipered. A tack
was driven in the trunk a few inches afteve the ground
and the thickness of the trunk at the point was measured
in the spring and fall. Total growth of scaffold 11 bs
was also aeasured in mm cises.
Results of AXporiments I and
i b
11
.
effect of Selection of Buda for Primary .caffold Limbs
by "Severe *iarly Disbudding*.
The trees in these two lots were treated the
same except ..xperi.uent II had the terminal bud removed.
Removal of the terainal :e leader is bad practice,
since the upper e -i limb attempts to become the
leader and laaking :*row ingle ai upright growth.
jwth in jc [ will be considered
la tfie paragraph on spread of br a.
a effect of eeleci. Aide properly placed
just as growth starts early in the spring that will de-
velop into the permanent scaffold limbs and rubbing off
the intervening ouds did not give the desired results in
all cases. The objections to "severe early disbudding,"
are first that the proper orientation of tne limbs is not
always certain und, that the branch angles ind spread
cannot be controlled.
Table I.
Tnis table enumerates the aver u e number of
permanent scaffold limbs developed in one yeafc *in the
tree of the different varieties in Lot A .
Exp. No. ' 11 111 If
3*
wealthy 3* 2*
ntosh 2-r Z-*
Lot b gave similiar results.
3* 3*
3-r 3+
3-r 2*

No. 26
Limb I 1 iiiurtrates a spreading branch,
limb ff 2 an upright branch.
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The table shows that it is here possible to
develop a he*d with four or five aid limbs, in one
'Wing season. Although no- extensive experiments were
attempted, it was found that i>y t cne ieuu
when it had re iched a sufficient height, additional
scaffold liuibs could be forced out on the leader. In
this way it aay be possible to complete the Modified Leader
i in one year. A fe ified Leader trees havi
four or five branches were secured in one growing season.
These trees, however, were in Lot A.
Table i
read el fold branches. Lot A.
Baldwin wealthy ntosh
*'.S 3 U
I
" » — M 3. J 3 U ,*.d S U
Lizab Re. 1
&x. Re, 1.
11
17
: 1 :
: 1
z.
1 1: : 1 :
: 3 :
3 .
3 :
: 3;
! A
: 7:
- 1 :
a i
I \ i
1 :
2 :
: 3
: 2:
: 3
2
Li, . II :
I
II
17:
1 8;
I 1;
j
s : 3 ; 4 I
I
S:
: 1:
I
3
: 3 :
1 5 :
: o j
: 5
-:
: 1
: 2
• 2
Liaab Re. Ill:
a. fto. I:
17
• i,
: 9
:
: 2.
• 1
: 1
2
1 4;
: 6
! 5 :
: 7 ;
1 .
1
'. i . i i'
: 2;
f
2<
: 1
- 1
: 2
Limb He. 17
Xx. Re 4 I
II
IV »
:
1'
: 1 j 3 \ , 3 ,
: 2 ;
| 1 :
1
i
1
'r
2
t 1
: 2
; 1
The table arranges the branches of each tree
starting with the lowest No. 1 according to t hkiar spread
outward. Jn studying tne table it is noticed that the
liiabs *'o* 1 and !'o. 2 are usually spreading or wide
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spre :iinK. Aieo taut the greater nuiaber of limbs
0.3 jtnd 4 are spreading or upright. Vote figure*
•1.11 and 2 r
,
**• aethod of rubbing superfluous
buds off early in the season or "severe early dis-
budding'* thus induces the ht growth of the upper
li:abs. Also in eorapar ?ri:aent I and IT it is
seen that .:xperisi,ent Ii with the tc .1 bud removed,
tends to have fewer trade spreading brunches and acre
upright branches. This is especially noticeable in
liiabs Noc. 3 and 4. Kote Photographs N^s. 24u»id 27
Spread of br men is correlated with width of angle to
the extent that a narrow angled liab is always an up-
right _ rower. On the other hand, a linb May start with
a wide angle, but taake an upright growth. This fact
is important to keep in mind in heading trees such as
Rhode Island Greening, that :aake a wide spreading head
and have the lower fruiting laterals often dragging on
the ground.
with such varieties the lirabs can be started
with a wide angle by not removing any buds, then *hen
growth has progressed for a foot outward, the inter-
vening buds between the permanent scaffold
be removed, causing the branch to shoot upward, /igure
. 3 brings out this point, wnich is discussed in
detail under method of 'ieading Young Trees.
Table III.
Branch Angles. Lot j,.
Average Measurement of branch Angles in Degrees.
Baldwin
eriment
J.thy
eriiaent
I. ii. Ill
.
IV
-i
.
11. III.
Linb I. 52 53 66
II. 47 46 7c
IV.
50
III. 4J 40 Go 46
36
47
42
47 80
39 70
65
4c
47 27 60 43
60 50

No. 27
Upright growing scaffold liiaba caused
by eavere oarly disbudding . 3a© p&^0
7u. Uiab r/ 1 grew from a "i'rong cud*
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Itcintosh
.Experiment
[. II. ill
Paluer Greening
jeriiaent
r/. i. ii. in.
Limb L,
II.
III.
If.
to M
47 4u
jo M
3d 34
bo
70
70
60
46
50 #4 75
70
SO
To obtain these results the angles of each limb
were measured and then the average vas taken of all the
liiabs in the same position on the trunk.
Taale IY. Lot B.
Average ! easurements of Branch Angles in Degrees.
-•*% K
Red Astrachan
rjl
.
II. .-lx . III.
Yellow
Transparent
to. 1 - ill.
Liicb I.
II.
54'
46
III.
60 v
51
45
51"
49
54
60 *
M
65
The measurements of the branch angles confirm
tne results noted in spread of branches. Kxperiwents II
in nearly all cases produced the narrowest angles, ex-
ceptions being liub No. 1 on Baldwins,, in Lot A and Red
vstrachan o» :,ot b. In the case of Lot A Baldwins, the
data was collected <tn two trees only, so that the results
are far from conclusive. Lot I* Red Astrachan, the data
is based on the aeasuresaents made on eight trees in >Ix,
I a-id is considered within the liuit of experimental error.
un Z-J Wealthy and 16 .Vclntosh with the exception of three
trees all the liiabs vere wider angled in £x. I and IV than
Ax. II.
Lirabs ^os. 3, 4 and 5, when present, were so
often less than 50 * that the results offer more evidence
that, "severe early disbudding" i roduce narrow angled
limbs.
The trees in Lot 13 in lx« I and II made a very
poor growth, in many cases the scaffold limbs did not
grow longer than a few inches. Jue to this non vigorous
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growth there was not the necessary competition for space
between the limbs, so that tj.ey tended to make upright,
somewhat narrow angled limits in all the experiments in
these lots. This poor growth the writer considers to be
due partly to poor planting and partly to the severe dis-
budding. The trees started out in the spring and completed
tiie growth of the liabs in about four to uix weeks. Then
tney rested for a few weeks. On the trees in Experiments
1, "II, and 1/ the next vigorous growths usually occured on
the trunk between the ground and the first scaffold limb,
Uany branches developed at t>*is point and grew vigorously.
In no case was it possible to stop this growth by pinch-
ing off the terminal bud and forcing the growth of the
scaffold limbs above. 3uch a growth is often seen on trees
the first year planted in the orchard, in such cases,
however, it is considered inadvisable to prune off these
growths,. Since it is not possible to start the growth above
by pinuiiiig or pruning, the development of these lower
twigs is a benefit to the tree in giving additional leaf
surface for the manufacture and storing of food. The
following spring they can be removed. The imporV-o.vt
evidence furnished by the poor growth of the tree in Lot B
so far as lack of spread and development of vri.de angles
is concerned, is that strong vigorous trees only should
be ted, and that careful attention should be paid to
packing the soil about the roots. ith healthy, vigorous
trees, carefully planted, spreading lirabs can be developed
by methods outlined in another chapter.
JSxperiijent III. 1 the trees in this experiment
were whips, fcien the experiments were planned these un-
pruned trees aere included as chocks for growth,, compari-
son? with fix. I, II and IV. It was not anticipated that
the results of non pruning of the tree ht present
features of value for training, for this reason only a
few trees of Lclntosn and healthy in Lot ^ were used for
this experiment. 1;* Lot B May «^re trees were included.
The treatment consisted of rubbing off the buds
on the trunk below 24 inches and allowing all others above
this point to develop without any further pruning. ie
treatment given these trees is illustrated in Photograph
.23. Without exception when the trees were so treated,
they made the best growth of any in these experiments in
developing ^/ide angles and wide . r jcaffold limbs,
bee Table No. 3 Page 70.
iotogra^h No. 2b is of a tree which was not
disbudded. The photograph was taken after the leader had
been inadvertently cut bask. This is a very fine type

No. 28
A tree not disbud ed on the leader,
dude below twenty- four inches froxa the
ground were rubbed off. otice the
wide angled spreading branches.
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of trea to head according to the ideal type desired. To
obtain a thrifty growth, with the develop«aent of wide
anglee and wide epread the treee must be carefully planted
and the branches oust compete for space. Trie competition
for space is best afforded by this method of non dis-
budding, except at the point below 24 inches or so, on
the trunk. Those trees that were not disbudded at any
point on the trunk gave a poorer distribution of branches,
although the angles and spread were wide.
Table V.
Width of Angles, pread and : umber of Limbs on
Trees in Experiment III.
Angle
of
,b
read
of
Angle
of
juimb
Spread
of
kagle
of
Limb
Spread
of
wealthy 1 Re. 1 Branch Ho. 2 branch No. 3 branch
Tree ha 1 1 00- • ~> 600
n n 2 ^r 10
.
Spur
!» I» 3 *0
.
Spur 3pur
* II 4 *. S 60° .
»t «t 5 « M
• 1 « 6 60
•
•» rt
• » »l 7 au
.
•« it
i n o s m
If
n t» 9 70
.
80 If
« m 10 70 I. s 60 j. T< 5.
H •» 11 80
.
. pur ur
If H 12 60 '. 60 3. 60
II H 13 70 1 . ^ 70 . 70
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Angle Angle Angle
of Spread of Spread of Spread
Limb of Limb of Limb of
Lclntosh No. 1 Branch No, 2 Branch Ko. 3 Branch
Tree Mo 1 90° W. S Spur
" a 90 -'. S 80 W. S
M 3 80 80 80 . S
n m 4 80 ». 8 80 W. 80 f, S
**
M 5 80 80 . S
" 6 *0 ¥. S Spur
From this table it can be seen that three well
separated branches can be selected at the start of the
second year if the Todified Leader type is the head chosen
and the head can be co.iuleted in the second growing season,
The greater number of trees in this experiment
were not disbudded at any point on the trunk. Photographs
£.2$ -and 35- *ere taken of typical trees of this type.
The uneven, poorly distributed growth of these trees is
noticeable. In addition fewer branches develop the first
year on such trees than on those with the lower trunk
disbudded.
In Lot B, the trees were not disbudded, the
results while uniformly better in all cases than ^Ix. I and
II, were not as good as desired. The angles were some-
what sharper and the spread was generally at an angle of
50° to 45°. For illustration note Photograph No.. 30. Oue
to exposure and poor planting, these trees lacked vi&or,
which was responsible for their poor growth. Retaining
the buds in this case caused nearly twice the increse in
growth of trunk over Experiments I and II, If these trees
had been disbudded below the point at which the head
had been started, the results would have been much better.
The disbudding would have provided surplus food for the
regaining buds and a aore vigorous, wider angled limb
would have resulted.
Two Year uld Trees Disbudded and Pruned .
Photograph No,,11 illustrates the spring treat-
ment of the two year old trees in this part. Branch Ko. 1
was grown in the nursery and was saved as the first
primary scaffold limb for the tree's framework. Note the

No. 29
A trae not 4labudd<»d *t any point
on tho trunk
,

vide angle it ; lakes with the trunk . : 1, 2, 3, 4, b,
aid 6 the other branches were pruned off, saving the
leader. Unfortunately the g-.>od results secured froia the
troatiuent, as practiced in art III in obtaining wide
angled, wide spreading tor inches was not anticipated, for
this reasun no trees were incluu this lot, in which
one or two well placed and wide angled scaffold li.nbs were
retained and the leader not disbudded. In all cases the
leader was disbudded as in rarte I and II. Illustration
iJLvon in > ' tutugra, .
,
tT.
in the past, if the fruit grower was not sat-
isfied with the head formed on the two year old tree in
the nursery, the tree #as pruned to a whip and a new head
foraed. The advantage to the tree is easily seen if one
or wore of these primary sc if fold br inches could be re-
tained and not have them, "over ^row", the leader or the
or pr ecaffold liiabe developed frora auxiliary buds
jr spurs on the leader, one year's growth would be gained
for each of these limbs saved and the additional surface
would serve to increase the growth of the tree.
Table VI.
Experiment IV.
Results of Treatment on Two Year old trees with
une or Two Scaffold Limbs Retained.
Block
_..
Variety
. of trees
having one
I. L. saved.
^. of trees Ko. of trees Ho. of trees
/ing two hiving three where . L,
vj. L. saved. . . I /ed. saved out-
grew other
.
limbs.
Baldwin
athy
ntosh
16 3
1 1
Block B.
Wagner
Jrooping of the li;ub3 was due to the weight of
the leaves drugging the liinb towards the ground. Zealthy
produces very i leaves, and slender branches which
accounts for the 1 *rge number of scaffold limbs that drooped.
It is stated in a previous paragraph that severe disbudding
in the early spring us practiced in r arts i, , V99 and V
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is not the proper practice to follow in forming the
heads on trees. In Part IV such practice caused a very
vigorous growth, which led to drooping of the limbs and
also bending over of the tree, due to the weight of
leaves on the leader. In the method to be outlined for
heading trees, drooping of tne scaffold limbs in two
year oLd trees, where one or two scaffold limbs are
saved, will be obviated. If for any unforseen reason
such drooping should take place, the removal of half of
the leaves, starting at a ooint just back of the termi-
nal bud, will rectify the trouble. In no case should
the terminal bud be pinched off to correct drooping.
MOver growing," of the other scaffold limbs,
by the limbs retained on the two year old trunk, occured
in a few instances. This "over growing," would not be
harmful since it would be checked in a year or so by the
greater vigor of the upper Limbs. The chief objection
to "over growing, H is that the limbs assume an upright
growth and crowd the head, which feature is to be
avoided. "Over growing," would rarely if ever occur,
in trees treated as in Part III.
The result in this experiment comfirms the
practice, as expedient; of retaining one or more primary
scaffold limbs on the two year old trunk and pruning back
the rest. The remaining scaffold Limbs to be grown the
same or the next year on the leader. Limb No. 1 in
Photograph I o.ife wis a scaffoLd limb that was retained.
Notice tnat during the first year of its growth, a
secondary scaffold limb grew. The upright growth of these
limbs was due to early disbudding.
Development of Prong Buds
. Part V.
Will Prong Buds develop int« Good Scaffold Limbs?
In this Experiment were seven Baldwin trees, eleven wealthy
trees and two Palmer Greening trees that carried buds on
spurs from ^ to 2 inches long, which were termed "Prong
Buds." In every case these Prong Buds developed strong
scaffold Limbs when the two year old trees vere subjected
to the disbudding process. No trees were experimented on
in which all buds on the leader were allowed to crow an<*
one or more Prong buds forced into growth. This point
will be investigated in the continuation of these experi-
ments. However, it seems safe to state that if the two
year old tree has a number of branches pruned off and a
Prong Bud retained with one of the long scaffoLd limbs
and no disbudding of the leader, the Prong Bud wilL develop
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a eati a factory primary scaffold li;ab. In Ihotograph
.£7, LJ o. 2 grew from a i rong Bud.
Table Vli.
Growth iieasureuient
.
Average Increase in Growth of Trunk for
Reason of 1915.
Disbudded
Kxp.
No.
,IUUP A .
Red
tfealthy .ilntosh trachan
No. v. inc. 'o. /.inc. I'o, .inc.
of in of in in
trees Growth trees Growth trees c.rowth
LI
not
Two year IV
old dis-
budded
8
4
15
5.6
6.0
6.0
5.5
6
4
7.2
6.cj
6.7
7.5
4
3.6
1.2
5.1
B
.
Yellow
Toliaan Ikgner Transparent
iU^. • o. . inc. o. Av. inc. o. . inc.
^. of in of in of in
trees *owth troes Growth treat, owth
M. An, i AV/W : A\.M-
Jisbudded
II : .3
,
Not EI : : 4. S ! 4.0 i 13 : 5.0
Two year IV : 5 : a.<
old dis-
budded
9 results of the . jeasurei. ants in Group
_
are so nearly alike) that t iey lie within the limits of
experimental errors. These trees were not transplanted,
but experimented on whore they stood in the nursery.
Wis reason the trees were not forced to e. ish their
roots in the soil, *nd growth started unchecked in the
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spring. aisbudding, evidently did not the first year
adversely effect the growth of trunk of these whips and
two year old trees. un the disbudded trees evidently
trie result eavy growth of leaves equalled the ie^f
surface of the untreated trees. Conclusive results were
obtained la the case of trees in Croup B. that were
planted the same spring taey sere disbudded. By com-
paring the trees in Experiments I, II, and IV it is seen
that the trees in sJcperiiuent 111 made twice the growth of
the former trees. It is unfortunate that Vagner and
Yellow Transparent trees were not included in sxperiiaents
I, II, and IV in order to present jre complete result.
However, tnese varieties made practically the same gtdn
in growth of trunk as Tolman and there is no evidence,
judging froia the growth of other varieties in fixperiwente
I, II and IV, that they would have given different results.
The results of these experiments emphasize the
fact that "severe early disbudding", which is a form of
pruning, should not be practiced un newly planted trees.
LAich treatment closely parallels the severe cutting back
of newly lantei t#o ye.iT old trees.
Disbudding; and Pruning at Planting.
lere is great need of investigational work
on pruning and its effect on growth. The evidence pre-
sented so far as a result of such research is quite
contradictory. Considering pruning in general regard-
less of the amount to time, the core -nsus of opinion is
that the trees should be pruned is tittle as possible.
On the otner hand, numerous investigators hi-ve stated,
as a result of their observation*., that under cert
conditions pruning increases growth.
As has been discussed in a previous pa
severe early disbudding in Group B>Kxperi«ents I and II
resulted in less growth of trunk in girth than the trees
in hxperi.;ent III. Also a few measurements of trees
at were summer pruned to incite growth in resting buds
or liubs, or where a leader ms severely pinched back
indicated less total growth of trees, than trees not
summer pruned. Kot enougn observations were made so that
positive conclusions could De drawn.
on the ot.aer hand the results of the growth of
the trees in Experiment ill where the buds had been rubbed
off below 24 inches, indicate that a Light early dis-
budding .nay be of benefit to the trees, oince not enough
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trees vera under experiment, the results so far are not
conclusive on this point,
ocperiments covering a period of bit least five
years are needed to determine the effect on growth of
partial early disbudding and pruning as compared with no
disbudding and pruning.
ckering (2) states that* "while it appears to
be established froro these experiments that the crops are
larger and the growth of the tree is greater in proportion
as the pruning is reduced, the authors are of the opinion
that another series of experiments sight demonstrate that
a certain amount of pruning may be good and even lead to
better results than those obtained from their work,
especially with certain varieties of apples which differ
largely in their habits cuid require, different treatment
.
The general conclusions are that pruning should be re-
duced to the lowest possible linits consistent with the
formation of a tree of sufficient sturdiness to bear its
crops with safety, which in meet cases woul<i mean besides
the cutting back after planting a gi I reduced pruning
for the first four or five years. Pruning after this
tiae should consist merely in the retaoval or interfering
branches and unriponed wood,*
A series of experiments have been planned -aid
9 included ir. this thesis to continue the general
scheme of heading as has been discussed and also to in-
vestigate various problems connected with tne amount of
pruning and it* influence on growth .and productions.
"orcin--. rowth oT Inactive Buds
.
In both Groups \. and B cert an trees were
noticed that carried i , ve buds, short or twigs
at .»s on the trunk, where growing scaffold linbs were
desired. I'hotogra .1$ is an excellent example of
such a tree in Group A. At C and ^3 are Prang buds that
started growth in the lateral buds, but
ited their growth when less than jj in inch long.
At these poiati ury scaffold limbs are needed.
Photograph No.30 is of a tree in Group B, Notice new
growth at No. 2.
In order to force inactive buds or twigs into
;wth a number of trees were experimented on during
July and August, un such trees all superfluous growths
were either pinched off at the terminal bud or cut back
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froia 1/3 to i/2 their length. In no case was it possible
to start . in an inactive bud or twig such as those
represented in Photographs Nes.1$ ^*nd30. In nearly every
case the vigorous pinched shoot grew again frow auxiliary
budo near the cut. i inchin done several tiaes on a
number of shoots, without checking growth or start:
selected buds into growth. Evidently the pinching buck
was done too late in the season or was not drastic enough.
tltis rule in udnd certain experiments are
to be tried on trees in this coiaing suwuor, in order to
find the best method of forcing buds with the least amount
of pruning. 3uch practices oust not conflict with the
other principles of wide angled limbs and wide spreading
habit of growth.
It is not anticipated that a needed Liab will
fail to grow, vaien the trunk is disbudded below tne
desired height of the first Link or when superfluous
liiabs are pruned off on two y9ar old trees. However,
such a condition wight occur and to be fore-arued, the
following treatments are suggested.
attempt is made the first year to throw
the bud into growth other than iaaking a cut above the
bud. tfickson (28) states that, "If for any cause during
early smoker a bud does not start • here wanted, a short
transverse cut through the bark just aDove the bud will
cause it to develop into a 1 ,-».'• If this treatment
should fail the tree is given a light pruning the fol-
lowing spring before growth starts. Unly the superfluous
growths are removed or cut back in the v iciiaty of the
backward bud. This proceedure should cause a vigorous
growth of the bud.
in the chapter on, "A study of branch .ingles",
it was stated that an angle narrower than 60° was un-
desirable since it was often structurally weak. In
addition such an angle generally leads to an upright
habit of growth, which we consider a disadvantage
in the type of tree for Massachusetts. .>ee tree To. 2-S*
LLub Re. 3 and tree ' . 2? Liisb No. 4. As a general rule
a bud starting growth in the spring near the tenainal
bud of the leader or the pruned end of tne leader will
make a narrow angled litab with the trunk. This is true
especially of two year old trees headed back when a whip
at tne beginning of the second year's growth. Non head-
ed whips will soiuetiines eevelo rrev angled liubs on
the leader just oeiow where growti starts the second year.
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In Ihotographs Kos. *ii and 24} the upper two scaffold
limbs are narrow angled, rhotograph '.'<*.2$ is of a
iiclntosh tree having all wide singled branches. These
narrow angled limbs are often retained on two year old
trees purchased fraa Nursery men. As the experiments
have clearly demonstrated the loiver li,ibs always make
wide angles, while the upper liabs are occasionally
narrow angled, /rait growers in planting two year old trees
often remove some of these lower LLiba, retaining one
or more of the upper br inches as part of the quota of
primary scaffold limbs, ouch narrow angled li.'-ibs are
a constant menace to the tree, when the fruit bearing
aj-;e is reache . ?e weak branches are responsible
in many cases for broken down seaffold >s carrying a
load of fruit. In closely planted orchards when the
lower limbs crowd and are removed, the resulting he
is largely iaade up of such narrow angled iiiabs. The
orchard mentioned on page 3dcont iins a number of trees
of this order.
mention will be called in the chapter yjn
the training of youn^ a . le trees, to this tendency of
the upper buds on the leader to ia .rrow angled
liiibs with the trunk.

ho. 3u No. 31
Photograph 3c illustrates a tree in Lot B Kxperitaent
III.
Photograph 31 i» of one of tha twelve tre&« that vera
planted without v&y cutting back or thinning of the
branohee. These tre«y rr<a<le a remarkably thrifty
growth . J«o pav.e 5w

A- J FOR TRAINING AH
1
., , T.. .
in the chapter on Fundamental * rinciples in
i runing Apple Trees, it wae stated that the object of
training was the production of more and better fruit, -t
the least expense to the fruit grower. It wae also
stated tnat the basic features of the ideal tree is
one having, .-Mr at, veil separated branches, Second,
branches having wide angles, Third, Branches having a
wide spre iding habit, fourth, Trees brought to the fruit-
ing period at tne earliest possible age,
Jue to the widely different habits of growth
of our apple varieties, the amount of pruning for each
variety after the heui is formed will vary . '-"hue the
expense of pruning will be greater for oertain varieties
tarn for others. the systems to be outlined, it is
believed that the amount of pruning will be less for all
varieties than has to be done under the present methods
of Vase bftadlag and annual cutting back.
The fundament rinciples of this method, as
mentioned in the first paragraph of this chapter have been
ascertained by experiments, observations and measurements
on apple trees of ell a^es and many varieties. It is
firmly believed that the researches carried out have es-
tablished the truth of these principles and that they will
stand the test of time under practical orchard application,
In fact, the writer has been greatly surprised
to find through correspondence 'sdth a number of prominent
;
»le Growers in Kew York State that they have already
successfully demonstrated the practicability of one or
uore of these principles.
However, further experiments are necessary to
stake clear certain minor practices. At present it is
difficult to give specific and proven advice for the forma-
tion of second jry scaffold limbs and the treatment of the
leader in the case of all varieties. Until such experi-
mental evidence is at hand, the fruit grower will have to
follow the general directions and also use his own judg-
ment. The advice given will cover nearly all cases, but
'ifi cations will have to be uade in the amount of prun-
ing, and cutting back on the leaders may have to be
resorted to with some varieties.
vpe and Height of Head Xirinp; Korraative reriod .
Tnis method of training trees is adapted to both
the Leader and modified Leader types of head. The writers
personal preferance is for the Leader ty Fe, the advantages
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of which he has attempted to prove in Chapter III on
Hsadsand Heading. In view of the fact that the pre-
judice against the Leader tree is almost universal and
We difficulty of changing established customs, the
method for training will nlso include the Modified Leader
type of head.
Height of /irst Branch,
ie height of the first branch aoove ground
will depend on the growth habit of the variety. In
deciding on this distance the tree habit3 of growth as
described by Downing (6} t namely, wide spreading, upright
spreading and upright, will each be assigned a measure
within which the first limb of the head will be started.
^s arbitrary height should be modified when necessary so
as to adapt it to peculiarities of growth of any of the
varieties. These distances will be somewhat higher than
is usually advised for the so called low headed tree,
i 3 is due to the fact that the tree is expected to be
a wide spreading tree for the variety, wnen at the age
of maximum production, auch a tree will of necessity
be a lower headed tree of the variety, than one trained
for the Vase type of head and eturted with the scaffold
limbs growing upright. The following heights are
recommended for this system of training,
.•ie spreading varieties, ij,irst limb. 4(5* to 60 inches.
Upright H « 30' " 36 "
Upright - • IB' " 24
Number of Branches.
for the Modified Leader tree four or five
primary scaffold limbs are enough.
< arbitrary number or branches is recommended
for the Leader tree, jfiach year one or two primary
scaffold limbs are added to the head until the tree
reaches a height beyon ch it is not desired it shall
grov. e varieties as Wealthy, I'clntosh, Jonathan,
Wagner, and Greening, which make small to medium sized
trees, with roundish to spreading flat tops, will not
need any restrictions as to height, since the leader
.y breaks up into a few branches. , Tuning to
keep them within bound swill not have to be resorted to
in the majority of cases.
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Distance Apart and .vrrm^wit of the Branches.
The distance apart of the pri, >ry scaffold
limbs will be determined by the character of growth. If
the variety tends to £ ro* upright, or form a denee head
due to a v'gorous twig growth and large leaves, the
limbs will be spaced further apart than for those varieties
that make the so-called open head. The distance should
in no coae be closer than 6 inches for the latter ty;,e
and fron 12 to 18 inches for a wide spreading or dense
headed type. The proper amoigiaent of the hr jiches about
the trunk is .it. The writer believes it advisable
to start the ifiret liub to the south, the second to the
west, the third to the east and the fourth to the north.
That is, the first three litobs are so ur d that they
receive the maximum amount of sunlight, w&ich will assure
better colored fruit on the lower brunches. The following
diagrams illustrate the arrangments of branches.
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ir3t Year Training .
It is considered that the whip or two year old tree
has been well planted, according to the directions given under
planting.
as soon as growth starts in the spring the buds on
the trunk, if the tree is a, whip, are rubbed off below the
point decided Uj>on for . the first primary scaffold limb . I f the
tree is a two year old, choose for the first primary scaffold
jne that is already present and is located at the desired
height making a wide angle with the trunk. If another limb
is present on the two year old tree and extending. In t' e right
direction and spaced properly r. uove the first Hub, it also
may be sawed. All the rsMiaiqg limbs are cut back to stubs
except the leader, which inust be saved. In selecting two
year old trees it is essential tc . se only those naving a
good vigorous si • »t leader. It is aivisable to go over
vie trees in three ^r four weeks to note if all the desired
li:nbs are growing. In case a bud remains quiescent, which is
quite unlikely provided the trees rare vigorous and well
planted, the advice given by Dickson (2b) is to make a trans-
verse cut just above it to incite growth. Should the first
or second lixabs of the two year old tree drojp to the ground,
roiiove a few leaves just back of the terminal bud. Photograph
^2.3 illustrates the treatment of the whip. It is essential
,t the buds be rubbed off as oarly in the spring as possible.
I -hotograph* aa.* 33 illustrates the pruning of the two year old
whip. The head of this tree was so fonaed that two pri-nury
scaffold limbs could be saved.
Secomi Year; Training
.
Ksep in mind the ty
:
j9 of tree desired. That is the
primary scaffold limbs must be wide angled, well separated
vertically on the trunk, properly oriented and co-spelled to
grow wide spreading for the first two or three ye*irs, to pre-
vent dense heading
-e»ding Varieties.
th varieties having the wide spreading habit of
growth, the first three or four primary scaffold li:r.bs should
be encouraged to grow s,r g or upright in position, at the
be -ig of the second yc^r, and certainly at the at xrt of
the third yfliT. By first encouraging a wide spread to the
limbs, an open head i3 insured and the upper or scaffold Limbs
will not be interfered with, then the upright direction of
growth of the lower Limbs is desired, it nwy be secured by

*lo. 32
kind of two year old trees to
buy for pmdng for separation of branch**,
t on* on the left 1» lintad *.» IX, .<nd the
other at* XXX.

No. 33
Tee year old trees pruned for planting.
The one en the left ha* been pruned far the
re.ee form as generally practiced.
The tree on the right has be*»n pruned for
the leader type with branches separated.
that the leader has be«n left.
•is.
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cutting back in the spring the superfluous twigs on the
leader. Photogra ;.^3o>' show* a tree at the beginning of
its second yaar. Three priaary scaffold liiabs have been
selected and the rwialnim «bs cut back to stubs.
iss stubs should be removed within two years. The
leader should not be cut back
.
Oo not prune or pinch back the teminal bud
on any of the leaders of the priory scaffold limbs.
The only exception uo this rule securing when a jc if fold
li;ab out grovs its neighbors. In. sucli a case the leader
may be pinched off or cut back during the growing season.
The next spring another louder should! be chosen to con-
tinue the branch.
Upright Growing Varieties.
For upright spreading and upright growing
varieties the wide spreading habit is secured by not
removing any of the limbs on the trunk . The non pruning
compels a fight for positijn among the branches, which
produces wide spreading liiabs.
The surplus branches nay be left on the leader
for vjne or two ye r r ;, provided they are not allowed to
over grow the permanent scaffold limbs. If left on for
two years 1 aid be pinched the st.^rt of
their sc nrth. In this way the benefit of
their leaf surface is I i for 1 ^rjwth and
spread of br o. a t^ose surplus branches have
served their pui li: giving -e proper s ; read to
the permanent pruned off close to
the trunk, Thia pruning m done just at the start
of the growing season. .unds uade in this way will
usually heal, on ' young treft, Ik r. If
very mmtsy twig- 9 9m cut out, it it bo a vi sable
to remove a half in the jpring, leavi. reiaainder to
be cut away during the suuwier.
Selection of ;-l .ary Gcaffold Limbs,
In tiis case of wide spreading varieties, the
selection of ; be desired
at the start of the second year, in orier to give the
upright habit of growth to the selected lirabs. A quick
way to accurately determine the posit. f the liabs,
is accomplished by having a slender poL$ six or eight
feet long. La the desired distances between
the sc-iffold *kai off. by hyidirv, the pole
on the first scaffold lirab selected and against the
leader, the reiaaining limbs as far as they, have been

No. 34
pruning at the start of the second year.
An un pruned whip at \h*$ beginning of the second
year. Three branches ^1, 2 and 3 should be re-
tained as primary scaffold liiabe. The letter
-n. represent* wrong buda that ahould not be pruned
off. ould, -it maj point along the leader, a
needed branch be missing, one of these budu can
be forced into growth. Vt B nnd B are narrow
angled branches. They should be cut back to
stubs or removed entirely.

•:4.~ •'H*^" i iVTii*
He. 35
Vr«e at beginning of second y*ar.
Tnrea branches well spaced and vdri© angled
selected for primary oeaffold branches
,
Tno regaining branch so cut back ti otubs to
provide additional leaf surface. Th*»e
ohould ue i.runsd off in a year cr »o.
leader »houlJ not be cut back except in the
case of certain poor lateral forming var-
ieties*
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grown can be easily selected. Then cut back the super-
fluous br inches as directed above, in choosing the
priaary scaffold liir.ba, care ^st be taken in selecting
the upper limbs on the leader, rince these often make
narrow angles with the leader. Photograph 3 4 illustrates
the growth of narrow angles at the base of the i eider.
Hth upright growing varieties, or in case a
wider spread is desired in the wide spreading variety,
no pruning need take place at the start of the second
year. In any case the question of whether it ssay he
desiruble to do a little cutting back on the surplus
branches will be determined by such conditions as the
necessity for a wider spread or an upright growth or the
development of a primary scaffold liwb that failed to
grow. Absolute directions tamest be given to fit all
conditions.
the control or s.ro-d in all cases is
determined by competition .g the branches for position.
Thus tho fruit grower must luaow just the amount of thin-
ning of buds and twigs on the trunk an i brunches necessury
to give the desired direction of growth. This not diffi-
cult. In the main, keep in ^ind the principle of, "Prune
as little as possible.** Also that dormant pruning will
give a growth impetus to the retraining branches and the
strength of this growth will be controlled by the amount
of pruning, in tnis way if no pruning has been done
the first t#o or three ye :re and we have a tree full of
wide sprea&L bs, -:dth one or two limbs needed for
scaffold b >n over grown by their
neighbors, a 4*CTu % of the superfluous ^r
limbs, will suffice to develop these scaffold lirsbe to
their proper siae and positions.
•>electi on of Secondary Scaffold Limbs.
a secondary sc if fold lirabs are the branches
growing fro?- the saain or priiaary scaffold lirbs. The
first secondary scaffold branch should be located about
a foot from the trunk and attached to the primary limb
at the L'lde. The second M99nd*f*y branch should be on
theopposits side from the first and afcout a foot beyond.
Uq liuiit is placed on the number of secondary scaffold
litabs that nay be developed on *i f 8c:*ffc anch
the only restriction being that they nust be well spaced.
In the development of the Leader tree the lower pri-
mary scaffold branches will be larger than the upper
priiaary scaffold b es and will carry a greater
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number of secondary scaffold liiaba. The trees should be
gone over each spring and the lisabs thinned out so they
will be a foot or more apart. In studying the growth of
Leader trees the writer finds that the upper brand re
always smaller than the lower branches. For this reason
little care need by tiiken in Locating the secondary
scaffold limbs on the upper br^nc? es since these limbs
do not have to carry as great a load as the lower Hubs.
Third Year Training.
modified Leader.
\t the start of the third year, tar the liodi-
fied Leader four or five primary scuffold branches should
be present to f e head. If the requisite r of
liuibs are at h>*r;d, the leader should be cut off just
.tve the nxgheot scaffold branch. If not enough lirabs
are present, continue the leader for another yeur, for
the development o: Ltienal branches,
j&ech ry 3cuffold iLab is trained for its
secondary scaffold branches as explained in the paragraph
on$ "Selection of Secondary Scaffold Limbs.*
The secondary scaffold li-abs r trained in
the saae way# with lateral brunches grown about the liab
intervals of six incnes to a foot. 3»e laterals
are not placed on the sides of the secondary scaffold
limbs, but nay be locates ny point about the limb.
The distance apart will depend on the twig and leaf
bit of growth of I LetjN If the variety tends
to develop long slender twige and large leaves, allow
the TmximWB distance apart for such types.
Leader Type.
Sith the Leader type of tree, the leader is
not removed, but treated la each succeeding year la the
saae aanner as outlined for the second ye:*r. That is,
exh year primary scaffold liiabs are added to the head,
care being taken to space and spread them properly and
to h we each liab fill its piloted position. Thus lirabs
numbered 1, 5, iu* J, 6, 11; 3, 7, i2; 4, 8, 13 should
be in the saue vertical pl'.ne. 9cs> phu^o^rayw *at
fourth Year to Bearing Age
.
Modified Leader Type.
3ith the Modified Leader tree the head should
be completed during the third yeir.

so. 36
Le-vier tree at end of third year.
This photograph illustrates the growth of the
loader tree at tins end of the third year.
Five scaffold branches have been selected,
well s*par^tod pjss arrived on the trunk
.
.umber b is a spur that will develop a satis-
factory branch this ye.*r. .ub scaffold liwbs
should be present on numbers 1 and 2.

Leader Type.
/or the Leader tree continue the leader and
prune ae outlined for the second year. Very little
pruning is now to he done. In general, cut out any
laterals that tend to grow vertically in the tree or
that cross or interfere with a well placed lateral, vt
the et-'jrt of the fourth or fifth year the special cut-
ting back on the fruiting 1 is for ouch varieties as
King is now necessary. This cutting back is done to
increase the fruiting area on the branch of varieties,
which grow long bare laterals that do not develop su : -
laterals readily. King is an excellent example of ouch
a variety. In Photog] o, 3^f notice the long bare
brancnes in the top of the tree. These branches carry-
ohort fruit spurs and aoietitaes a short lateral,
rarely two.
The method of cutting back is as follows:
Tne fruiting laterals along the scaffold limbs are
pinched back in the spring, laawlag about eighteen inches
to two feet of the previous year*e growth. This leaves
twelve to eighteen Inehsjt of fruiting wood and rooia
for the development of two or three laterals, which nay
be pinched back the following year. Laterals that grow
r»e^r t, m cut end of a branch iaay be too close together.
In such a case thin out to leave roots for the develop-
ment of future bearing laterals and fruit spurs.
Bearing Age.
The pruning during tne bearing age consists
in keepting the branches separated on the leader until
the tree urrivee at the age at which the leader either
becomes broken up into a number of small branches and
then needs no further attention to spacing, or must be
cut bade to prevent any further increase in height.
The age at which this will occur cannot be given, but
will vary for different varieties.
runing should consist in thinning out dense
places along the branches and cutting out crossing twigs,
iiiost of it should be done on one year old wood for a
branch should not be allowed to grow out of position for
more than a year.
In time, the spurs .aay become too numerous or
old and j.roduce small and inferior apples. To remedy
this condition a general cutting back of the spurs should

tto. 37
King, a variety that will need
a little cutting back on the laterale.
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be done in the spring before growth starts. This
dormant pruning will start into growth certain inac-
tive buds and spurs and cauoe a vigorous growth of
new wood. This new wood will develop a new spur system
the second year.
Hules for Pruning Bearing Trees.
(1) Prune as little as possible.
(2) Do not cut back the leaders of the scaf-
fold brunches.
(3) Weak growing varieties should be pruned
more severely alo ffold luobs, strong growing
varieties, lightly.
i,4) Varieties that branch freely require
little pruning. Those having unbranched limbs should
be pruned i.are severely.
(5) Rich, deep soils favor growth, prune trees
in such soils lightly. In shallow sandy soils treee
produce short shoots and the literals should be cut more
closely.
(6) Prune biennial besrers conservatively and
yearly.
^7) Prune only to adiait light, to produce
.jore vigorous fruit spurs, to produce more bearing lat-
erals and to correct "out of place" growth.
(b) If treee make too vigorous a growth, change
uethods of culture, rather than to prune severely.
Thin the fruit each year and do not per-
t enough fruit to hang on the two year old wood of
the leaders of the scaffold branches to badly distort
them.
(10) Do any severe dormant pruning proceeding
a heavy bearing year.
A 3tudy of the Development of Branches on the
Leader .
oo.ae difficulty may be experienced after the
third year in securing the growth of enough branches on
the leader to be able to select primary scaffold limbs
in their proper place.
3tudie» were made on a number of 'ealthy,
Du chess, Wagner, and other varieties to
determine the poeitxun, angle of limbs and number of
limbs as found on un^runed leaders from two to five
years old. The following facts were ascertained.
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rst. The unpruned louder develops but one
or two brancnea #s the two year oLd wood and a number
of spurs. The branches are usually n&xr the end of the
year's growth.
Second. \a each year's growth of the leader
increases in age wore li:abs tend to develop.
Third. Lirabs at the end of the year's growth
way be narrow angled. LLabs four inches or so back from
the end of the growth are always wide angled.
The following table will illustrate these
facts. These wealthy, iXi chess and Jagner trees had
been trained to the Vase foru when planted and five to
eight scaffold liiubs allowed to grow. These limbs had
not been pruned for four years and each in its self was
analogous to the leader in a leader tree, except that
probably there was not the development of primary scaf-
fold limbs that would hivr^ occured if it h -wn alone
hut for our purpose it served to demonstrate the growth
of an unpruned leader. iee Photograph No^3?*-^9
/III.
iber of laterals on each year's growth on twenty
two leaders as counted and measured on seven
wealthy trees.
Length of Laterals
^ear : 6". 12": 24": 36".1 4d": : 6u"
;
:
72":
U14 | b i 5
1j13 : i a . 1 : 1
in 4 6 i . ! 15 : 12 : 9 :
AV.
Ko.. lo.
.8
38 ! 4.0
: 74 : 3.3
26 Leaders en 8 Juchess Trees.
Length of Laterals
Tot w.
Year 6" : 12" : 24" : 36" . 48 H ; 60" : 72" : 60" : ho.; No.
1914 : 14 : 26 : o ; 4 : 0.5
1913 s 20 : ! 16 I 2 78 : 3.2
1*12 : 4 : I « 13 : : 16 : 1 : 7 ': 3.4

No. 36
:is# ire* u#ed to study the
br.siricn rievelojirsent en the l&adar. ! ote
the upright growth of Umm leaders and
the branches and upurs en the elder wood.

No. 39
A Duchess tree studied for the
development of branches in the leader.

36 Leaders on 10 Vagner Trees.
Year
Length of Laterals
jt Ay.
6": 12": 24": 36"; 46": 60": 72": SO 1*; I.o.: 'o,
ial4
1*13
1912
11
3a
13
24
19
21
14
ly
12
33
10o
.9
3.0
2.a
This table reveals the fact that on the two
year old wood on these leadera, there was nearly an
average of one branch, .n the tnree year old wood there
was an averse of three branches for iXichess and Wagner
and four branches for .tealthy. The number of laterals
developed since 1912 on tne ljl2 wood averages frow a
little over two to nearly four, but in two cases the
growth of the 1*12 wood averaged only 1- feet. These
measurements demonstrate that when the leader tree is
three or four j ears old or older that there s>ay not be
well >Lj.ced and wide angled primary sc iffold liubs pre-
sent on the two year old wood of the leader. In such a
case the table shows that by waiting until the wood is
three or four years old tne necessary limbs will pro-
bably be present. In case there are only narrow angled,
poorly located branches on the two year old wood, these
laterals shouii ue severely cut back or entirely removed
with also a slight t og of the spurs below. This
pruning should stimulate the growth jT the regaining
spurs so that the next spring the desired branches will
be present. -Yee growing varieties as Baldwin, t;py,
Mcintosh, Wealthy, Ben Javis, Rhode Island Greening, and
Red Astrachun will rarely have to be treated in this
manner. The greatest difficulty will be experienced
witn King and like varieties that de not develop branches
or twigs readily. dth these varieties it may be
necessary to head back the leader six inches or so each
year. Tnis will cause the development of a number of
terals, of which a choice may be made for primary
scaffold limbo and an upright growing lateral to con-
tinue the leader.

In order to test the ideus embodied in this
thesis, the following experiments are planned to com-'
pare methods of heading and pruning upple trees to as-
certain their effect on the tree, their costs and prac-
tical value in the orchard. These types of heads are
as follows:
1
.
The globular or vase head
2. ine modified leader head
3. k new form of the true leader head
4. An unpruned he.d
There will be included also
5. k comparison of the effect of heading
in and not heading in on types (1)
and (3).
These methods of heading and pruning will be
tested on five varieties of differing habits as to
1. Effect on heighth, spread, density,
and general nabit an i vi^or of growth;
2. Fruit production comparing age of
fruiting, position of fruit on the
limb, regularity of bearing, quantity
and quality of fruit produced;
3. Labor costs including pruning, spray-
ing, thinning and picking.
Location and Plan of orchard.
This experiment is to be located on the Tux-
bury land between Pleasant street and the brook . It
should yield results from the first year and it is
hoped that it may remain as a permanent orchard. It
we are compelled to vacate the land, valuable results
should still be secured. There laay be 10 rows the en-
tire length 710 faet. Permanent trees to be between
40 and 45 feet apart, the seiaipenbanento bringing it
down nearly to 20 feet and fillers to about 10 feet.
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The fillers may not come iato bearing but will yi^ld
valuable results on the Methods of forming heads and nay
then be removed or the scaffold limbs broken down under
test to ascertain their strength.
There will be two rows each of five varie-
ties. Of the types planned as penaanents there will
be 20 tress of each treatment ir. e-ich variety, arranged
on two groups of eight trees and one group of four
trees. In the eight tree groups two trees remain as
penaanents and in the four tree group, one tree. The
types planned as setai-penoanents are to be interspersed
among the other types and disposed in exactly the same
aanner but they will come out at the age of, perhaps
10 years.
This arrangement is nore clearly shown on
tne attached part I.-ui.
Varieties
The varieties to be used are as follows:
(1) Baldwin principally on account of
its ' coisrierci al importance.
(2) ' clntosh, for the sane reason.
\3) Northern Spy, a vigorous, upright,
dense headed variety.
(4) Rhode Island Greening, a vigorous,
spreading, moderately d&nae headed
variety, bearir ^les.
(5) Tompkins King* a strong groving
open headed variety.
yethods to be Followed in Developing the Heads.
(1) The true Leader type; not prunod.
The leader to oe allowed to develop without
cutting back until the tree is 16 or 20 feet high. The
u;ain ncaffold liiiibs to be spaced 6 to 12 inches apart
and placed
,
1 pointing to the south, *2 to the east,
to the west, and ;H to the south, branch 1 to be
24 to 42 inches from the ground. her scaffold limbs
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to be arranged in a eimili *r manner. Secondary
scaffold lirabs to be epaced on the primary scaffold
liiflbs and not allowed to outgrow the leader of the
primary scaffold lisab. Later pruning to consist in
removing superfluous and interfering I es. I o
heading back unless where a side branch outgrows its
leader or where a scaffold leader outgrows its neigh-
bors. Attention to be given to securing a wide angle
of the main scaffold limb.
To be planted as permanent trees.
(2) The leader ty e, headed in.
To be treated as (1) except that primary and
secondary scaffold branches to be ne Jed in each year
l/5 to 1/3 their growth. Interfering and superfluous
branches to be retaoved as in il)»
To be planted as setai-permanents.
I 3) The modified leader type.
To be pruned exactly like yl) except that the
leader is cut out after the first four scaffold brunches
are started.
To be planted as permanent trees.
C4) The **unpruned" tree.
To be grown with as little pruning as possible,
leader allowed to grow ae is (1). T'o attention to be
given to placing sc if fold limbs or securing wide angles.
Interfering and superfluous branches to be removed where
absolutely necessary.
To be planted as sexui-pemanents.
{b) The globular type, not headed in.
Leader- to be cut at 24 to 42 inches accord-
ing to the variety. Three to five scaffold branches
to be developed as well spaced as possible under the
circumstances, to fora a well balanced head. Interfer-
ing and rfluouo branches to be removed and weak
crotches prevented. No healing in unless necessary to
prevent a branch outgrowing its neighbors.
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To be planted as permanent trees.
(6) The globular type, headed in.
To be pruned exactly like (5) except that
all strong shoots are to be cut back 1/3 to 1/2 their
growth annually.
te :- All trees to be one year whips 4 to
b L feet according to variety when set.
ethods of securing Data
On growth and habit
(1) Trees to be calipered each fall at a
snail nail on the trunk about 1 foot fron the ground
and on each of the aaio scaffold llcibs about 4 inches
from the trunk.
\Z) Ail pruninga to be weighed immediately
after removal.
(3) Height and spread of trees to be taeasured
annually.
(4) Leaf weights to be taken annually by
selecting t.ie 6th leaf from the end of a string ahoot,
or if damaged, its nearest sound neighbor. -'hen the
trees are under five years old 10 leaves will be
enough; after that a larger number to be token as 1
trees increase in size. The leaves to be kept until
roughly air dried and then weighed.
^5) At least one tree of each treatment to
be photographed periodically, perhaps every three years,
preferably in winter.
(6) General notes on the appearance of the
trees to be made annually.
on fruiting habits.
(1) The yield to be taken annually in pounds
and either the number of fruits or their average size:
also tne proportion of Fancy, A grade, B grade and culls.
(2) The position of the fruits whether ter-
minal, lateral or on spurs.
(3) The color and quality of the fruit.
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